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EDITORIAL
This "Spring" 1992 issue of the BJRP appears well after the close of Spring, and a sincere apology is in order to
our members. If this bad been a TV channel, the text "Please stand by, we are experiencing technical
difficulties" would have adorned your screen for the past few months. I hope the timing will improve in the
future, although I recall having had this same hope in the past...
Although the temptation to write a few words about the amazing changes in the Soviet Union is very strong,
nothing I could write could do these momentous events justice, and I will confine myself to a stunned silence.
Only slightly less momentous is the change that overtakes the BJRP this issue. Readers will note a new look to
the Journal, and hopefully like the new appearance. The new production method finally releases our indefatigable
one-man production department Harry Turner from typing two issues of the BJRP each year, a burden which
was getting heavier as the page count increased. Harry performed this chore for 12 issues, including the 50th
Anniversary issue, bridging the gap between the earlier typeset issues and this, the first computer-produced
issue, and his typing finger may never recover fully ...

In this issue the subjects of the articles range from the early 19th century to the early months of this year ;
Russian (and related) philately is alive and well, and generating a lot of interest at the moment. After WWl the
radical changes in the map of Europe and the resultant wave of stamp issues were sometimes called Neurope. I
recognise a lot of the uncertainties from the post-WWl period in what is happening now. The philatelic news
from the former Soviet Union is vague, puzzling, and difficult to verify at the best of times. A letter from
location A bears different stamps and a different postal rate than a letter from location B. A few trends appear to
be clear : hyperinflation, and regional solutions to the problem of hyperinflation. We may be witnessing one of
the most interesting periods in Russian-related philately. A brief summary of what I've heard about or seen can
be found later in this issue.
Also in this issue, two articles which propound different theories about the same phenomenon. I have no qualms
about publishing these conflicting statements, and, for what it's worth, have added my own views on the matter
as a separate afterword. I urge the readers to repond to these articles : the subject is esoteric and complex, but I
suspect that by putting together enough pieces of the puzzle a coherent picture will emerge. At this point in time,
the picture looks like a modernist collage...
And finally, a question which will have been troubling more editors : should the BJRP start a new issue column
to keep track of all the new stuff appearing'? Up to now, information has been printed as and when it came in,
but perhaps it would be more prudent to wait for an informed survey later on, instead of reporting every
philatelic belch as it surfaces. And with this depressingly mixed metaphor, I leave you to enjoy the "Spring"
1992 issue. If all goes as planned, the second issue for 1992 will follow within weeks.
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Postal charge marks on Russian covers up to 1843
A. Speeckaert1
This is the first of two articles in this issue of the BIRP to address the question of these charge ~arks. An article
by W.M. de Jongh in BJRP 69 proposed the theory that these marks w~e the postal charges for conveyance
from the Russian border to as far as the chain of postal treaties allowed, expressed in silver kopecks. Almost
simultaneously, ~he article below appeared, which proposes a different theory. We are pleased to publish this
article in an English translation at last. It is followed by a second article on this subject, which is based on the
theory proposed by de Jongh. An editorial afterword attempts to reconcile the two viewpoints.
, The two handwritten numbers which occur on the reverse of Russian covers have mystified many collectors over
the years, and have been the subject of many articles.
Of the first of these two numbers we are now reasonably sure it refers to the number under which an item of
mail was registered in the freight manifesto (Kartierungsnummer in German). The second number has spawned a
number of hypotheses, but over the last few years it has been assumed the number refers to postal charges,
expressed in Russian (silver) kopecks.
The purpose of this article is to show that the Second Numbers are not expressed in kopecks, nor in Gute
. Groschen (of 24 to the Thaler) or in Silbergroschen (of 30 to the Thaler), but that they nevertheless represent the
charge payable by Russia for conveyance of the mail through Prussia.
Prussia was eminently suited to act as an intermediary for mail between Russia and the West, and not only
because of its geographical location. The industrious Prussians recognised there was money to be made as an
intermediary, and worked hard to make the Prussian route as attractive as possible for Russia. As early as 1723
the mail coaches started riding between Memel and Riga, Revel, Narva and St.Petersburg (itself founded in
1714!), and from there to Moscow. The Prussians also sent postal officials to Russia to help with the
reorganisation of the Russian postal system.
Not much is known about the conditions under which the exchange of mail took place in the period before the
first Russo-Prussian Postal Treaty of December 21, 1821. An important hint can be found on page 746 of
Heinrich von Stephan's History of the Prussian Post : he writes that the Prussian internal rates, with only a few
exceptions, remained unchanged between 1766 and 1822.
When~~ look at the 1821 Treaty between Russia and Prussia we note two sections which are important for the
_development of the theory proposed in this article :
Article IX
Russia will have the privilege to demand payment from the sender for letters going abroad via Memel
and 1ilsit ,· the sender may prepay letters to the frontier, but may also prepay postage beyond the
frontier.
Article XVII
The accounts, which will be drawn up IN PRUSS/AN GROSCHEN OF 90 TO THE TilAI.ER, will be collected in
St.Petersburg from Moscow, Vilna, Mitava, Riga, Polangen and Georgenburg, corrected for any errors,
and, along with the accounts from St.Petersburg itself, will be settled every three months according to
the new calendar, by a promessory note or by payment at the Memel border office.
(Freely translated from German original by the Editor, emphasis by the Author)

1

Reprinted from the journal of the Royal Philatelic Society of the "Land van Waas", Belgium, with
kind permission of the author.
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Transit rates are not listed in this postal treaty, but "Gremporto" (Border charge) and "Stations-Porto" are
mentioned. For the latter,reference is made to a Prussian ordinance of July 1st, 1810.
The preceding doesn't really tell us much about those Second Numbers. It's the Prussian Circular No.31 of
September 20th, 1837, which sheds some light. This very important circular, which takes up no fewer than 77
pages, cannot be quoted in extenso here, although most of its pages are devoted to postal charges from all
Prussian localities to Russian destinations, and vice versa.
Its salient points are:
- letters to Russia may be sent unpaid, or prepaid to the destination. Partial prepayment to the Prussian-Russian
border is not permitted.
- mail from Russia is, as a rule, prepaid to the destination. However, Russian mail may also be sent unpaid, or
prepaid to the Russian-Prussian border.
- the postal charges consist of:
I. Franco mail to R~ia (and Porto mail from Rus.1ia)
a.
the Prussian internal rate from the place of origin to/from Memel/Tilsit.
b.
the Prussian border transit charge of 1h Sgr. (Memel, mail both to and from Russia), 3½ Sgr. (Tilsit,
mail to Russia) or 22/ 3 Sgr. (Tilsit, mail from Russia)
c.
the Russian internal charge from the Prussian-Russian border to the Russian destination.
D. Porto mail to R~ia (and Franco mail from Rus.1ia)
a.
the Prussian internal rate from the place of origin to the Prussian-Russian border (Memel and
Immersatt, Tilsit and Schmalleningken). This charge includes the Prussian border transit rate of 1h Sgr.
or 3 1/ 3 Sgr., depending on the border office used.
b.
the Russian internal charge from the border to the destination.
The Memel border transit charge of 1h Sgr. (which equals 11h Prussian groschen) accrues to Prussia for Franco
and Porto mail in either direction. The Tilsit border transit charge of 31/ 3 Sgr. (equalling 10 Pr.gr.) also accrues
to Prussia for Franco' and Porto mail to Russia. However, for mail from Russia, Prussia gets only 22/ 3 Sgr. (8
Pr.gr.), with the remaining 2/ 3 Sgr. (2 Pr.gr.) going to Russia. So Russian mail, unpaid or prepaid to the border,
incurs the following charges :
a.
the Prussian border transit charge of 1h or 22/ 3 Sgr.
b.
the Prussian internal rate from Memel/Tilsit to the destination
Page 43 of the Circular explains how the weight charges are to be calculated :
~

a. for mail without sealed enclosures:
up to 1 lot in weight
single rate
over 1 lot up to 11h lot
rate multiplied by 11h
1
over 1 h lot up to 2 lot
rate multiplied by 2
etc.
b. for mail with sealed enclosures :
up to 1 lot in weight
rate multiplied by 2
over 1 lot up to 11h lot
rate multiplied by 3
over 11h lot up to 2 lot
rate multiplied by 4
etc.
On the same page instructions are given how the various charges are to be converted :
"Die Porto-Anrechnungen nach Russland, und die Franco-Vergatungen aus Russland e,folgen in
Preussische Groschen, von denen 3 = 1 Sgr. und 90 = 1 'Jhaler Preussisch Courant sind"
(The monies for Porto mail to Russia, and the monies for Franco mail from Russia are to be settled in Prussian
Groschen, of which 3 = 1 Silbergroschen and 90 = 1 Thaler Prussian money)
Then follow lists of postal charges for mail from Prussia to Russia and vice versa, out of which a few which
could be important for transiting mail are quoted here. These charges do not include the Russian internal
charges.
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From/To
Route:

Franco from and Porto to Russia
via Memel

via Tilsit

Porto to and Franco from Russia
via Memel

Prussian gr.

Silbergr.

Currency unit

via Tilsit

Aken

18

18

Sl'h

56

Baruth

11

11

37 1h

44

Berlin

10

11

33 1h

40

Emmerich

17

17

45 1h

52

Greifswald

9

10

33 1h

40

Saarbriicken

18

18

53 1h

58

Wesel

16

17

45 1h

52

Hamburg

12

13

4l'h

so

The Circular also gives a list of 31 direct connections between Prussian and Russian post offices, postal charges
for each connection, and the way in which these revenues are to be divided among the interested parties. The
route followed is also given. A number of these which occur most frequently in our collections are quoted in full
in the table on the next page. The following notes concerning routes are appended to the various journeys:
- via Berlin and Tilsit : Nos. 1-5
- via Berlin and Greifswald or via Berlin and Tilsit: Nos.2-10
- via Tilsit : No.3
- via Tilsit or via Greifswald : No.4
- via Lubeck - St.Petersburg steamer: Nos.7-14
- via St.Petersburg - Lubeck steamer : Nos.8-12 (from Hamburg there is no direct connection to Kronstadt)
- via Berlin and Tilsit or via Lubeck - Riga steamer : No.9
- via Lubeck - Riga steamer : No.13

Further notes:
1. For connections Nos.13 and 14 both Porto and Franco mail in either direction also incurs a city post charge
of 2 Schillingen = 6 Pr.gr. = 2 Sgr. for each ¾ lot, which covers the charge for the Lubeck - Boitzenburg part
of the journey.
2. The first column of the Prussian share of the charges (in Sgr.) is measured per ¾ lot, the second column (in
Pr.gr.) per 1 lot.
3. The full charge lists always give the postal charges for shipment via Memel and for shipment via Tilsit (see
the tabel above).
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Franco to & Porto from Russia
Total
charges

Share for:
Prussia

Russia

Porto to & Franco from Russia
Total
charges

Share for:
Prussia

Russia

No.

route

Sgr.

Sgr.

Sgr.

Pr.gr.

Pr.gr.

Pr.gr.

1

Aken-Riga

301/6

18½

112/3

86 1h

S1 1h

3S

2

Aken-SPB

29½

18 1h

11

84 1h

Sl1h

33

3

Berlin-Riga

221/6

10½

11 2/3

68 1h

33 1h

3S

4

Berlin-SPB

211h

101h

11

66 1h

33 1h

33

s

Emmerich-

291/6

17 1h

112/3

80 1h

4S 1h

3S

Riga

'

6

Emmerich-SPB

28 1h

17 1h

11

78 1h

4S½

33

7

GreifswaldSPB

20½

9 1h

11

66½

33 1h

33

8

HamburgKronstadt

23 1h

121h

11

741h

411h

33

9

Hamburg-Riga

241/6

121h

112/3

76½

411h

3S

10

Hamburg-SPB

23 1h

121h

11

74 1h

411h

33

12

LubeckKronstadt

26 1/6

151/ 6

11

78 1h

4S½

33

13

Lubeck-Riga

265/6

1s116

112/3

80 1h

4S 1h

35

14

Lubeck-SPB

261/6

1s116

11

78 1h

4S 1h

33

17

Memel-Libau

S 1h

lh

s

16 1h

l1h

1S

20

Memel-Riga

121/6

'h

11 2/3

36 1h

11h

3S

21

Memel-SPB

111h

lh

11

34 1h

l1h

33

27

Tilsit-Moscow

18 1h

3 1h

1S

S4 1h

9 1h

4S

28

Tilsit-Riga

1s116

3 1h

11 2/3

44 1h

9 1h

3S

29

Tilsit-SPB

141h

3 1h

11

42 1h

9 1h

33

That summarises the primary sources available to us, but how does this relate to the numbers we find in
practice? Let us be perfectly clear on one point : we cannot expect a 100% complete explanation for every
Second Number found in practice, but there is sufficient evidence to draw the conclusion that these numbers
represent the Prussian transit charges, and, in the case of fully prepaid letters, also include the internal rate of
the country of detsination. The same numbers can also be found on mail to Russia. It is also clear that these
numbers were calculated in Prussian Groschen of 90 to the Thaler, and that the accounts were settled in the
same currency, and not in kopecks, nor in Gute Groschen (24 to the Thaler), nor in Silbergroschen (30/Thaler).
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It is also likely that these charges have changed during the relevant period of about 75 years (1766-1843),
probably several times. The Prussian domestic rate changes of 1822 (when the new subdivision of the Thaler
took effect) and January 1st, 1825 (the new "Portotax-Regulativ" of December 18th, 1824) must have had some
influence on the transit charges.
Finally, a brief list of covers found in practice, and the Second Numbers found on their reverse:

year

From

To

Annotations

Second Number

1767
1768
1772
1779
1781
1783
1786
1786
1786
1787
1789
1789
1790
1791
1792
1794
1796
1801
1801
1804
1806
1807
1807
1808
1809
1811
1811
1811
1816
1816
1817
1818
1818
1818
1818
1820
1821
1821
1827
1831
1837
1843
1843

St.Petersburg
St.Petersburg
Mitau
St.Petersburg

Haarlem
Amsterdam
Verviers
Amsterdam
Gent
Verviers
Gent
Gent
Gent
Rouen
Verviers
Paris
Hodimont
Verviers
Verviers
Reims
Hodimont
Paris
Verviers
Amsterdam
Reims
Schiedam
Hodimont
Reirns
Amsterdam
Schiedam
St.Die
Verviers
Nancy
Paris
Schiedam
Francomont
Verviers
Verviers
Verviers
Schiedam
Amsterdam
Schiedam
London
London
Kirkcaldy
Paris
London

fr.Emrx
fr.Emmch
fco Wesel
fr.Em.
fr.Wesel
fco Wesel
fr.Wesel
fr.W
fr.W
fr.W.

44
44
44
44

8

Riga
Mitau

Riga
Riga
Riga
Moscow
Moscow
St.Petersburg
St.Petersburg
Mitau
Moscow
St.Petersburg
St. Petersburg

Riga
Mitau

Riga
St.Petersburg
Libau
St.Petersburg
St.Petersburg
_St.Petersburg
Libau
St.Petersburg
St.Petersburg
St. Petersburg

Riga
Arensburg

Narva
St.Petersburg
St. Petersburg
St. Petersburg
Reva)
St.Petersburg
Arensburg
Riga
Riga

Narva
St. Petersburg
St.Petersburg

.

45 1h

X
X

(1½)
(2)

h
45 1h
68¼
91
44
44

(1½)

66

45 1

fco Wesel

fr.W
Par Wesel
Par Wesel
Prusse/par Maaseyck
fco Minden
fr.W
(par)Neukirchen (1 ½?)
(1 ½?)
fco Lenzen
Prusse/par Neuss
p.Memel - franco Aken
fr.H
fr.W.
P.Memel - Fr.Graenze
Fr.Graenze
P.Memel - Fr.Graenze
P.Memel
P.Memel-Fr.Gr. (1 ½)
P.Memel - Fr.Graenze
P.Memel - Fr.Graenze
P.Memel-Fr.Gr. (1 ½)
Franco
p.Holland-Franco(l ½)
franco - Tilsit
Outre-Mer/Le Havre
franco

44
45 1h
44
44
44
45 1h
45 1h
45 1h
44
45 1h
44
44
68
68

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

52

X

51½

X

56
52
52
52
52

X
X
X
X
X

RSO

15
52
52
78
61½
92¼
61½
33
61½

X
X
X

X
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From this selection it is apparent that, although many Second Numbers can be found in the 1837 Circular
(marked by an x at the end of the line) it will still require quite a bit of sleuthing to explain them all. This list
omits mail which was franked all the way to the final destination. The charges for such mail also includes the
internal charges of the country of destination.
Nevertheless it can be claimed that sufficient evidence is available to say that the mystery of the Russian charge
marks on the reverse of covers is solved in principle, and that further study of the Second Numbers is now
possible. 1be Second Numbers disappear after the supplementary postal treaty between Russia and Prussia of
June 2nd, 1843 takes effect on November 13 of the same year. This treaty includes the abolition of border
transit charges and establishes a unified transit charge through Prussia, irrespective of the route followed.
Finally, Article 20 states that :

•Die Russischen Post-Anstallen setzen das Russische Porto in Silber-Kopeken an und vergilten in dem
Falle, wenn die Briefe frankirt sind, das Porto fur Preussen und aber die Preussische Grenze hinaus in
Silbergroschen wovon 30 Stack einen Preussische Thaler betragen. (. .• ) Die bisherige Berechnungsweise
nach sogenannten Preussischen Groschen, von denen 90 Stack zu einem Thaler angenommen wurden,
hiJrt ganz auf. •
(The Russian postal authorities calculate the Russian charges in Silver Kopecks, and reimburse Prussia for transit
charges and further charges beyond the Prussian border in Silvergroschen, of which 30 make up a Prussian
Thaler. ( ••• ) The old calculation method using so-called Prussian Groschen, of which 90 were taken as equal to a
Thaler, will cease altogether.)

References
- Heinrich von Stephan Geschichte der Preussischen Post
- I. Baillie, F. Goatcher, A. Speeckaert & D. Vandervelde •Early postal charge marks to the West (up to about
1840). BJRP 64, 1987

- J. van der Linden •Die preussische Durchgangsgebiihr fiir russische Sendungen 1723-1843, Versuch einer
Deutung der riickseitigen handschriftlichen Zahlen auf Russland-korrespondenz•. Posteeschichte 38, 1989
- Placcaeten, Ordonatien, Edicten ... in dese Nederlanden 1738, reprinted by the Royal Philatelic Society of the
•Land van Waas•, Belgium, 1979.
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The Two-Number Code on Russian Mail to the West
W.J. de Jongh
In a previous article in BJRP 69 an explanation for the •Two-Number Code• on Russian mail to the West was
proposed. To reiterate : The first number in the code is the number under which the item of mail is entered in
the freight charter, the second number is the prepaid postage from Memel to as far along the route as possible,
expressed in silver kopecks.
In this article I will attempt to place the phenomenon of the Two-Number Code into its historical perspective.
If we study the history of the Two-Number Code, the end of the story is easily determined : 1843, when the
Russo-Prussian postal treaty of that year abolished the ch!lrge system which gave rise to these codes. But when
this phenomenon got started is less clear.
To bring some order into the mass of information that is available to us, diagram 1 attempts to correlate events
in time. It is based on information from BJRP 64, an article by James van der Linden in Postgeschichte, and
many observations from my own collection and the collections of friends. To keep the picture as clear as
possible only the most common Second Numbers have been listed in the diagram, and multiples - e.g. 90¾ vs.
60½ - have been omitted. For the period after 1822 only 60 1h and 109 1h have been examined as representative
of a large group of Second Numbers which lie between these two extremes.
We see certain Second Numbers appear in a given year, to disappear again later on. In the period before 1822
only 7 different Second Numbers have so far been found, with the overwhelming majority only appearing after
1822. To place these events into perspective some salient dates from political and postal history have been
emphasised in the diagram. The end result appears to favour a subdivision into five periods.

I
The municipal archive of the city of Leiden contains 20 letters written in St.Petersburg and sent to a draper in
Leiden during the period 1723-1729. 13 of these letters bear no code whatsoever and were charged in the
Netherlands with 2 stuivers, this being the rate for a letter from Amsterdam to Leiden. Apparently these letters
were carried by ship to Amsterdam.
But the other 7 letters have the Two-Number code, with Second Number 38. No annotations "franco Wesel", but
a Dutch charge marking •v• for 5 stuivers, the rate from Wesel to Leiden.
These constitute very early examples of this system at work, if we recall that the Prussian king sent Geheimsekretar Bertram to Russia in 1722, to help with the reorganisation of the Russian post and the setting up of the
St.Petersburg-Riga-Memel route.
The Prussian transit rate at the time was 10 Gute Groschen for a letter up to 1 Prussian Lot (approx. 15 grams)
in weight, according to the "Allgemeine Preussische Postordnung" of August 1712. This points to an exchange
rate of 1.10 Thaler to the rouble.

II
In 1766 the Prussian transit rate is increased to 12 Gute Groschen. As a result, we now find Second Numbers of
44 and 45 1h. Why these two different numbers? When we study the covers bearing these codes, we note that with a very small number of exceptions - letters from St.Petersburg and Moscow bear the Second Number 44,
while letters from Arendsburg, Mitau, Riga and other Baltic locations bear the Second Number 45 1h.
The explanation can be found in the 1821 Russo-Prussian postal treaty. Article VI states :
... Up 10 now only letters lo and from Kurland, Lifland and Es1land were charged with the Immersatler
Border Transit Charge of l½ Prussian Groschen (o/9010 the Thaler) .....
and this explains the different codes of 44 and 45 1h.
Apparently during this period 12 Gute Groschen equalled 44 kopecks. This implies that 1 rouble equalled 1. 15

10
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38 44 45½ 50

52 60½

64

68

109½

1723 20 letters from SPB to Leiden, of
which 6 by overland mail.
1766 Prussian rate for Memel-Wesel
increased from 10 to 12 g.Groschen.
179S Peace of Basel : west bank of
Rhine ceded to France.
1804 Peace of Schonbrunn, Wesel
becomes French. Founding of the new
states of Westphalia and Berg.
1809 Treaty between Prussia and Westphalia.
1814 Prussian "Postcours" reestablished, treaty between France and
Thurn und Taxis.
1817 Treaties Prussia-Netherlands and
Prussia-France.
1821 Treaty Prussia-Russia.
1824 Prussian "Portotaxregulativ"
1843 Ending of the Two Number
system.
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Fig.2 September 1723. A letter from St.Petersburg to Leiden, the Netherlands. Memel-Wesel : 38 kopecks for 10
Gute Groschen, Wesel-Leiden charge of 5 stuyvers. A very early application of the Two-Number Code.
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Fig.3 December 1804. A letter from Moscow to Montpellier, France. Memel-Wesel : 44 kopecks for 12 Gute
Groschen,· French rate according to 1803 charge tables, Memel-Maaseyclc-Paris : 12 dlcimes ,· Paris-Montpellier
: 5 dlcimes, total 17 dlcimes.

F"ag.4 April 1784, a letter from Riga to Gendt. lmmersatter border transit charge : 1½ kopecks,· Memel-Wesel :
44 kopecks, total 45½ kopecks. Postal charge/or the Wesel-Gendt section, according to 1729 postal rates table :
9sols.
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Thaler, considerably more than before.
After 1795 the French expansion across Europe threatens the existence of the Prussian Hauptpostcours. In 1795
Prussia "provisionally" cedes its territories West of the Rhine to France at the Treaty of Basel. In 1798 the
French postal system is formally introduced in the Cleve area, and in the 1804 Treaty of Schonbrunn even Wesel
on the right bank of the Rhine is ceded to Fl't'nce.
More or less surreptitiously the Prussian mail coach is allowed to continue to follow the Wesel-Cleve road, on
the condition that the Prussian coat of arms on the coach is covered up, and that the coach drivers wear the
French Red-White-Blue cocarde while transiting French territory (v.Stephan, p.325).

III
1809 brings on a crisis. During 1806-1807 the Kingdom of Westphalia and the Grand Duchy of Berg are
founded, with J6rome Bonaparte and Murat as rulers, respectively. These states have their own postal systems,
and conclude a postal treaty with Prussia in 1809.
The Prussian Hauptpostcours now ends at the blinks of the Elbe river! Magdeburg becomes the Westphalian
border office. The Second Numbers 44 and 45 1h for the journey up to Wesel/Emmerich disappear. The new
states have high postal rates and also use a "tarif simple" for letters up to 7 1h grams in weight, as in France.
The result is that letters to Wesel/Emmerich are now charged 68 kopecks. An explanation of this rate is hard to
give : this transitional period needs more thorough study. In any case this Second Number of 68 appeared to be
insufficient, as almost all letters were charged a supplementary sum to reach Wesel.
To avoid the bad service, we see quite a few letters with Second Number 68 travel via Hamburg around 1812 ;
in that city the French and Prussian postal systems exchanged mail.
IV
The period of French domination ends in early 1814. On ~ew Year's Eve of 1813 Blucher crosses the Rhine,
and in May 1814 the first Treaty of Paris is concluded.
The Prussian Hauptpostcours is restored immediately, and the Second Number 68 disappears (although the
occasional letter with this code can tum up as late as 1815). From the letter illustrated in Fig.S it appears that
letters "franco Wesel" were accepted again in May of 1814. They were still charged with 12 Gute Groschen - as
they were before Napoleon - but the devaluation of the rouble means the Russian charge is now 52 kopecks. A
little later this becomes SO kopecks. The letter illustrated here did not travel along the old route "per Maeseyk"
along the Meuse river to France, but was transported by Thum und Taxis from Wesel via Cologne, the
Napoleontic border post, to Paris.
After the Congress of Vienna the Netherlands are united with Belgium (up to 1830), forming one state on the
northern border of France. There are now two border transit points for the mail to/from Prussia : Emmerich/
Arnhem and Aachen/Henri Chapelle. For the time being the same rate is used to both transit points. As will
become clear, the rate of 52/50 kopecks to Aachen is a "preferential rate". The mail to France travelling via
Aachen is charged more for the same distance.
Prussia and France are now no longer contiguous. To get the Prussian mail to France an intemediary must be
used, and in April of 1814 Thum und Taxis and France conclude a new treaty. In article 3 of this treaty we
note:
1hurn und Taxis transports the Prussian mail from Namur in the Netherlands to Mezieres in France and
vice versa. No charge for this service is made : the charge for Porto letters benefits the country of
destination. Prepayment is allowed, but only as far as the French border.

The mail from Memel to France is charged 64 kopecks. This consists of the Prussian transit rate for MemelBerlin of 8 Gute Groschen and the rate for Berlin-Aachen of 6 1h Gute Groschen, totalling 14 1h G.Groschen or
60 1h kopecks. The Dutch transit rate of 6 cents or 3 1h kopecks then brings the total charge to 64 kopecks.
The 6 cents Dutch rate also pops up in the 1817 postal treaty between Prussia and the Netherlands. For mail to
France the charge for the Memel-Aachen section is 14 1h G.Groschen, while the provisional treaty with the

14
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Fig.S May 1814, a letter from St.Petersburg to Bordeaux. Memel-Wesel : 52 kopecks for 12 Gute Groschen,·
French charge was 12 decimes for mail from Germany to Paris, plus 7 decimes for the Paris-Bordeaux section.
Total 19 decimes as tarif simple (up to 7½ grams in weight). Actual weight was 7½-10 grams, so times l½
equals 29 decimes.

Fag.6 July 1820, a letter from St.Petersburg to Lyon. Prepaid to French border with 64 kopecks. Treated as
unpaid letter in France: 13 decimes jR.No.s• for Prussia, rayon 5) plus 9 decimes French internal rate, total
22 decimes. Letter is in the 15-20 grams weight class, so pays 2½ times the tarif simple, equals 55 decimes.
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Netherlands mentions a rate of 12 G.Groschen for all mail •franco Graenze•, i.e. to Wesel or Aachen.
The Second Number of 64 also bas another tale to tell. In July of 1817 Prussia and France conclude their first
postal treaty. This notes that letters to France must be either fully prepaid or not at all prepaid, whereas the
French- Thum und Taxis treaty of three years earlier also allowed partial prepayment. As a result we can find
letters with a Second Number of 64 which ·ivere treated as Porto letters by France in July of 18171 (note the
cachet •R.No.s• on the cover which implies it was treated as a Porto letter). Prussia was therefore paid twice
for such letters.

V

In December of 1821 the Russo-Prussian postal treaty is concluded. Article 8 states that mail to the Netherlands
and France may be sent either franco or porto to its destination from Memel. It also states explicitly that France
has its own system of weights and measures, which may affect the calculation of the charges. Study of a large
number of letters forces me to conclude that this latter effect was mostly ignored in practice, as shown in filB.e
69. All letters are treated as •up to 1 Lot is weight• irrespective of whether they qualify for the lower "tarif
simple".
The Prussian transit rate for Memel-Emmerich was almost certainly 12 Gute Groschen = SO kopecks. MemelAachen comes to 13 ¾ G.Groschen = SS kopecks. For mail to Britain and the Netherlands this is increased by a
charge for the journey from Amhem/Emmerich or Aachen/Henri Chapelle to the destination, or to "the coast".
For letters to France we must deal with the transit rate for Memel-Aachen, transit through the Netherlands from
Henri Chapelle to Givet (Prussia pays 6 cents per Jetter, and charges 1 G.Groschen), and the French rate from
Givet to the destination. This domestic charge depends on the distance to be travelled. In all, a large number of
possible combinations for the Second Numbers.

VI
In 1843 Prussia and Russia conclude a new (supplementary) treaty. Article 18 of this treaty states that the
calculation of the charges is to be simplified : the Prussian transit rate will become a fixed charge, irrespective
of destination or route followed, and the variable Dutch and French charges are averaged to a fixed, mean
charge. This ends the procedure of calculating the charges for every individual letter, and this spells the end of
the Two-Number Code.
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An attempt at reconciliation
Ivo Steyn
Who am I'l Why am I here? Let me begin by admitting that my expertise in this particular field is very limited.
H~wever, I believe the two apparently contradictory viewpoints of the previous two articles need to be examined
further, strong and weak points identified, possibilities for reconciliation explored.
Speeckaert quotes treaties which explicitly mention the use of Prussian Groschen while settling accounts (though
not in all cases). De Jongh, on the other hands, prefers to think of the Second Numbers as expressed in Silver
Kopecks, and uses this as the basis for very convincing calculations.
It is in fact possible that both authors are right. The use of Prussian Groschen, explicitly mentioned in the 1821
Treaty when they had long ~ replaced by Gute Groschen in Prussia (which in tum were about to be replaced
by Silbergroschen), must have had some compelling reason. The reason may have been that the value of the
Prussian Groschen and the Silver Kopeck were taken as equal by the two states. Prussia was then able to convert
the Second Numbers to Gute Groschen by multiplying with 4/ 15 , or, later, to Silbergroschen by dividing by three.
By establishing there were 90 Prussian Groschen to the Thaler, the two parties in the 1821 Treaty fixed the
Rouble-Thaler exchange rate at 90:100, or 1 Rouble = 1.11 Thaler. This would be roughly in line with the
exchange rates quoted by De Jongh.
However, assuming this Prussian Groschen - Silver Kopeck parity introduces some problems in De Jongh's
calculations in BJRP 69. As an example, let us look at the 60 1h Second Number noted on mail to the
Netherlands. ne Prussian transit rate was almost certainly 12 Gute Groschen (and had been since 1766). This
equals 1h Thaler, or 45 Prussian Groschen. The Immersatter border transit charge of 11h Prussian Groschen
leaves us with another lS Prussian Groschen to explain away. The Netherlands charged 22/ 3 Gute Groschen,
which equals 10 Prussian Groschen exactly. Where are the final S Prussian Groschen going 'l
The border charge of 11h Prussian Groschen (or 1h Silbergroschen) was not taken into account by De Jongh
during his calculations. If we follow this theory of Rouble-Thaler parity (rather than Pr.Gr.-S.Kop. parity), the
transit charge comes to SO Silver Kopecks, the border transit charge to 11h Silver Kopecks, and the Dutch
charge of 22/ 3 Gute Groschen (which appears to be beyond dispute) to about 10 1.~ Silver Kopecks, which comes
to a total of 62 rather than 60 1h. Curses! However, a helping hand is given by the Circular quoted by Speekaert,
which explicitly states that for Franco mail from Russia, the Prussian transit rate includes the border transit
charge. In other words, the Prussians absorbed the Immersatter border transit charge. Which is why De Jongh's
calculation without the Immersatter rate makes sense.
We are still left with an unfortunate dichotomy. Assuming PG-SK parity makes sense from a practical viewpoint
and leads to realistic exchange rates. Assuming R-Th. parity makes for calculations which fit (for Franco mail
from Russia), but a 1:1 exchange rate seems odd. Is there any other evidence which might help us decide
between the two hypotheses?
First, let us establish that we are trying to distinguish between two very similar hypotheses. It is obvious that
Prussian Groschen and Silver Kopecks were, if not actually equal, then very close in value. So we may be trying
to distinguish between 1.1 and 1 here...
However, further problems are provided by the table of detailed rates in the 1837 Circular, quoted by
Speeckaert. We not that, for Franco mail from Russia (the category of mail that started this whole business! The
numbers also refer to Porto letters to Russia), the share of the loot that goes to Russia is usually 33 Prussian
Groschen (occasionally 35, and two instances of IS and 45). Presumably this covers the Russian part of the
journey. This appears to be virtually independent of the border office used, Tilsit or otherwise. Close inspection
of the table shows that all instances of 33 are for mail to/from SPB/Kronstadt, all instances of 35 are for mail
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to/from Riga, while the sole 4S refers to mail to/from Moscow and the sole IS to mail to/from Libava. These
numbers therefore correlate well with the distance to the border, except that mail to/from Riga is systematically
more expensive by 2 Prussian Groschen.
We actually have a pretty good idea of the Russian internal rates during the 1821-1843 period, but the problem
is that, prior to 1830, they were expressed in copper and banknote currency, and the exchange ratio between
silver and copper/banknote currency varied considerably, see BJRP 69 for sample rates for banknote (assignat)
currency. The 1830 silver currency rates are 20 Silver Kopecks for distances of 1-300 versts, 30 Silver Kopecks
for distances of 301-600 versts, and 40 Silver Kopecks for distances of 601-800 versts. Equating the figures of
30 and 40 S.K. to 33 and 4S Prussian Groschen, respectively, appears to argue strongly against PG-SK parity.
The exchange rate appears to be 1 SK = 1.11 PG, but this makes a mockery of all the other calculations.
Finally, it is decidedly odd that Prussian Groschen (according to the 1821 Treaty) were only to be used for
settling accounts for Franco mail from Russia and Porto mail to Russia (in other words, mail for which the flow
of money was from Russia to Prussia). Why not for mail which caused money to flow from Prussia to Russia as
well? The answer may be that the use of Prussian Groschen was a deliberate simplification used by the Prussian
authorities to convert the monies received from Russia into Prussian money quickly and easily. Russia calculated
the postal charges in Silver Kopecks, and these calculations must have been much as De Jongh has hypothesised.
Prussia then converted the money received from Russia (and in what form did money change hands, we wonder?
Russian silver coinage? Gold?) by treating the amounts as expressed in Prussian Groschen, dividing by 90 to
make up a Thaler, or by three to make up a Silbergroschen. As it happens, the amount in Prussian money thus
calculated per letter more than covered the further costs of transporting the letter to its destination. The example
quoted above appears to suggest the Prussians made a cool S Prussian Groschen profit on every letter they
transported from Russia to the Netherlands. No wonder they were so keen to hang on to their role as
intermediaries!
Summarising:
- Taking the 1821 Treaty at its word and assuming the Second Numbers are expressed in Prussian Groschen
does not appear to lead to satisfactory decompositions of the postal charges.
- Taking the Second Numbers as expressed in Silver Kopecks does lead to satisfactory calculations, but appears
to be at odds with the text of the Treaty.
- Assuming a "best of both worlds" scenario may satisfy everyone, in particular the Prussians who then made a
nice little currency profit on the mail transit trade.
Readers are invited to respond with their own views on this complex and intriguing matter.
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Pre-1871 International Registered_Mail
A. Speeckaen
All authors on the subject of registered mail consider 1871 to be the year of introduction for that type of mail,
basing this on the provisional decrees of that year.
However, if we study the postal conventions between Prussia and Russia of 18S1 and 186S carefully, it appears
that it was possible to send registered mail abroad from the date the 18S1 convention came into force, that is
from April 1st, 18S2 onwards.
In Prussia, through which most of the mail to and from Russia passed (the other transit route being through
Austria), the system of registration of mail against payment of a special fee was introduced on 1 January 1825,
and even earlier in other German states. Before that date, manuscript notes such as •N.B. •, •recommandee•,
•cbarg.s•, etc., alerted the postmasters that an item of mail warranted special treatment, but these indications did
not ensure any form of guarantee to the sender. It seems logical to assume that the Prussian postal administration
negotiated the insertion of a similar service into the postal convention of 24 December 18S 1 between Prussia and
Russia.
The main reason why the existence of this service before 1871 has been denied or ignored is the fact that the
Russian postal administration continued to use the same wax seals and inscriptions for these sendings as they did
for insured (strakhovoi) mail, treating the registered items in the same way as insured items. This would remain
so up to the point the next postal convention came into force on 1 January 1866.
The major points relating to registered mail in the 18S1 postal convention, taking effect on 1 January 18S2, are
the following:
• A11.9
Will be pa11 of the •Briefpost-Sendungen" (in Russia the Light Post):
a) all letters without indication of value and up to a weight of 4 Prussian loth, also those weighing more if so
desired by the sender
Will be forwarded by the •Fahrpost• (in Russia the Heavy Post):
b) all letters showing on the front an indication of value
c) all money and package mail together with the accompanying declaration form.

An.18 Letters for which the sender wishes to receive proof of the correct deposit in the post office and, if so
desired, also proof of the correct delivery to. the adressee, can be registered and will then show a mark (from the
sender), indicating the registration.
The Prussian charges for these letters, which must be paid on deposit, are the same as for ordinary letters but
an additional registration fee of 2 Silbergroschen will be collected. In Russia the charges for an ordinary letter
are doubled.
If the charges for registered letters within Russia are lowered, these reduced charges will also be applied to
registered mail exchanged between the two contracting countries. ·
The acknowledgement of receipt, signed by the addressee, will be returned by the next post and without any
charge on either side.
An. 30 The postage for the Russian Heavy Post mail to and from Prussia will not have to be prepaid, also for
packages entering Russia via Prussia. However, if the sender wishes to do so, postage may be paid up to the
Russian-Prussian border, or all the way to the destination.
An.41 An indication of value is forbidden on any letter post (Light Post), registered or not.
registered letter is lost an indemnification of I Mark Silver/14 Prussian Thaler or 13 Silver Roubles will be
paid."

If a
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1860 A letter from Kamenets-Podolsk to Paris. REGISTERED. On the reverse : wtu seals of Kamenets-Podolsk
reading "Insured mail". Black AUS RUSLAND/FRANCO-TOUT and red "Recomandirt" applied in the Tilsit
border office. Red "P.O." of Aachen, blue "Prusse 3Nalenciennes" and red "CHARGE" applied on arrival in
Paris. Total charge of 75 ½ kopecks arrived at (on reverse) as follows : 20 kopecks postal charge for 1 lot, 52½
kopecks Prussian transit and French intern.11 charges and 3 kopecks for receipt. The Russian post pays 10
Silbergroschen to Prussia, of which 3 for transit and 7for France.

1867 Taganrog to Nantes. On reverse wtu seals "Insured mail" of Taganrog. Black "REKOMENDOVANO"
applied in Moscow, red "P.O." and "Rekomandirt" in Aachen and red "CHARGE" in Paris. Rate calculation on
reverse in purple ink: 7 + 21 + 15 + 5 = 48 kopecks. Only the main post offices in St.Petersburg and
Moscow had Rekomendovano-cachets.

~---------~.....-----,~.
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In anticipation of the postal convention, the Prussian postal department published the following on 8 December
1851 in circular (Amts-Blatt) No.SS:
•According to a communication from the Russian postal department, the registered and insured letters will pay
twice the postage o/the single charge, meaning that/or a registered letter weighing up to l loth, 20 kopecks will
be collected. 1he postage of 20 kopecks will go up by halffor each ½ loth. •
Summary of the most significant differences
Registered mail
by letter-post
(Pismennym Otprav.)

Insured mail
by Heavy Post
(Posylochnym Otprav.)

indication of value
not allowed

•oenezhnyi • and insured
value in roubles

Charges

twice the charge of
a normal letter

ditto, but additional
insurance fee

Prepayment

postage to destination
must be prepaid

not prepaid, paid up to
border or fully prepaid

Compensation for loss

13 roubles

the insured value

Method of transportation

Markings

The Prussian-Russian postal convention taking force on 1 January 1866 specifies, as in 1851 under Article 9:

•

Are part of the letter-post:
- ordinary and registered letters, printed matter in wrappers, printed cards, samples and specimens of goods
- maximum weight : 250 grams. •

However, this time "gewohnliche und recommandirte Briefe" (ordinary and registered letters) is translated in the
Rqssian version of the treaty as "Prostyya i Rekomendovannyya pisma •, thus using the word •Rekomendovannyya" for the first time. In Article 12 where it is stated that the registration fee in Russia is 7 kopecks silver
per sending whatever the weight, the same word is used again. (the postage for an ordinary single letter from
Russia to Prussia is 14 kopecks if prepaid[Franco] and 20 kopecks if unpaid[Porto]. These rates are lower for
letters to or from destinations in the border areas).
The saw-edged rectangular framed "Recomandirt• mark used in Prussia since 1849 was also applied to all
registered letters entering the country, even if only in transit. It was only applied to letters forwarded by the
letter-post, not on letters forwarded by the "Fabrpost" (Heavy Post). All covers with this mark are registered
letters, it never occurs on insured mail.
It cannot be a coincidence that in that same year of 1866, framed "Rekomendovano" marks in Cyrillic start
appearing on Russian registered letters going abroad. These marks are known to me from St.Petersburg and
Moscow, but they may also have been used in other major cities. It is very likely these marks remained in use
until the foundation of the "Union Gen6rale des Postes• Oater to become the U.P.U.) in 1874, when they were
replaced by the framed "Zakamoe" marks, according to the facsimile sent by the Russian postal
administration to the U.G.P., illustrated here.

(3AKA3HOE)
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1871 Moscow to Braunschweig. Letter insured for 5 roubles 15 kopecks. 1he centre wax seal on reverse was
applied by the Moscow post office and reads •insured maU-. Insured mail was only transported by the
"Fahrpost•, and the "AUS RUSSLAND/PTO.v.EYDTKUHNEN" only occurs on mail transported by Fahrpost.
1he Russian postal charges which had to be prepaid by the sender are calculated at top right:
20
postal charges : 2 lots
insurance: 1% of 5.15
5¼
receipt
5
Total 30¼ kopecks. 1he addressee paid 9 silbergroschen on receiving the letter.
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It is noteworthy that the possibility of sending registered letters was included in Article 27 of the first postal
treaty between Prussia and Poland of 1 1uly 1827 (the post in Poland functioned independently of the Russian
postal administration until 31 March 1857). Later, a framed "REKOMENDOWANY" mark was used in
Warsaw, and possibly also in other Polish towns.
With Austria, the other country with which Russia exchanged mail, a postal treaty was concluded in 1anuary
1843, the same year as the second postal treaty with Prussia. Amazingly, but less evident, it may be deduced
from Articles XIII and XVI that registered letters could be sent. In Article XIII of the bilingual (French-Russian)
treaty we read:
• Letters sent from Russia to Austria and vice-versa must bear the postmark of the despatching office and the
date they were presented to that office. The registered letters(•letters chargees• in French, •strakhovykh
Pismakh• in Russian) must also show the word •Recommandirt•.
Article XVI specifies: •q a registered letter (recommandirt) is lost by an error of a post office or a postal clerk,
the administration of purview will indemnify the sender 20 Guldens convention money if this indemnification was
claimed within 3 months of the day the registered cover was posted. •
Again it appears clearly from these Articles that they do not refer to insured mail, in which case the indemnification would be equal to the insured value. Furthermore, it may be recalled that "insured" translates into German
as "versichert".

In my opinion the foregoing proves beyond reasonable doubt that, despite being referred to as "Strakhovoi"
("insured") by the Russian postal administration until 1866 and as "Rekomendovano" from 1866-1874, the
possibility of sending truly registered letters abroad existed long before 1871. If we consider the postal treaties
between Prussia and Poland of 1827, and between Austria and Russia of 1843 it might even be possible that
registered letters could be sent to/through Prussia long before the 18S2 postal treaty came into effect since, as
proven by many examples in postal history, postal treaties often confirm arrangements already in force for some
time.
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·Registration of mail on Russian TPOs
Dr.Raymond Casey
In a recent issue of The Post-Rider our friend Leonard Tann credits me with discovering the directive
authorising the registration of mail on postal wagons (Tann, 1991, p.66). It is more than I deserve.
What I found was simply a post office circular of March 1914 establishing the use of a standard rectangular
handstamp on mail registered on PWs. I came across this while turning the page of a volume of The PostTelegraph Journal in the library of the A.S. Popov Museum of Communications, St.Petersburg (then Leningrad).
The find was correctly reported in the BJRP (Moyes, 1991).
Before the introduction of this handstamp, the rare occurrences of private mail registered on PWs were signalled
by handwritten indications. The earliest examples of such MS marks I can recall are from 1903. I have no idea
where and when the acceptance of mail for registration.on PWs was authorised.
A selection of registered mail from PWs of the Transsiberian Railway formed part of a display to the Royal
Philatelic Society, London, in January 1988 (Casey, 1988). This comprised cards and covers showing both
handwritten and handstamped marks, one with an MS "taken from the box" inscription. Items from this display
were subsequently illustrated and described in the Moyes article after a change of ownership. A cover to
Moscow posted on the Bocbkarevo - 244 - Chita section of the Transsiberian Railway, dated 21-4-1932, shows
that MS registration cachets appeared on occasions well into the Soviet period.
Besides those from the Transsiberian Railway, I have seen MS marks for mail registered on PWs of the
Transcaspian and Chinese ~tern Railways. An example from the last is illustrated in Fig. IA. A striking
example of the standard registration bandstamp applied on this railway system is shown in Fig. !B. These are the
only two items registered on the railway TPOs of the CER that have come into my hands after prolonged search
and enquiry. Usually, registered mail originating on the CER was posted at one of the numerous stations along
the line better equipped to handle this kind of correspondence.
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Fig.1B. Cover to Stockholm registered on Harbin-Manchuli PW of CER, 1915, with registration cachet in bright
red, completed in MS, indicating entry No.2 in register of Postal Wagon No.262. Censored in transit at Irkutsk.
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Fig.2. Double-weight registered cover to Gennany from 1ienisin, China, 1903. Re-franked and re-registered at
Russian FPO No.13 (Ying/cow, Manchuria). Above transit mark of Branch PW No.3, MS note translating
Received from PW 30 with split envelope, repaired and sealed. Examining clerk Laizhovskii•. Four impressions
of Branch PW No.3's seal in red wtu.
ff
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Although primarily intended for use on mail-bags, wax seals were applied on PWs to official Railway
Administration correspondence and important items, such as registered letters damaged in transit. These seals
had a peripheral inscription identifying the PW by number, as in the postmark, but with the Imperial Eagle
emblem in the centre (Fig.2). Inked versions exist, giving an intaglio effect when struck. Whether in wax or ink,
these seals may have been used also for private letters handed in for registration on PWs, though to date I have
seen none.
It was not considered necessary to supply PWs with the circular "R" handstamp used to denote foreign-bound
registered mail in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Nor, to the best of my knowledge, were Russian PWs
issued with adhesive registration labels, unlike some of their Finnish counterparts.
Besides the odd pieces of registered mail originating on the PWs themselves, a much larger volume of registered
mail was carried in transit by rail. This would have been transferred in bags from railway stations or other PWs.
Did the chief postal clerk of the wagon sign merely for s sealed bag of registered mail to be opened and sorted
at a station en route or at the railway terminus'? No. It seems that each registered item was checked individually
on transference and sorted on the train. We may be sure that a register was kept. This procedure is suggested by
the cover illustrated in Fig.2. It contained a registered letter emanating from China in 1903 and re-registered in
transit at a Russian Field Post Office in Manchuria. A postal clerk records on the back of the cover that it was
split open when received from another PW and that it was repaired and sealed while in his charge. It was
repaired with a paper slip secured by four wax impressions of the PW's seal, thus giving a glimpse of a seldomseen usage.
Another aspect of TPO registration deserving attention is that dealt with on board ship. Non-specialists will be
surprised to learn that much more is known about registration of mail on ships than on railways TPOs. Here
again, early examples are represented by MS marks. Fig.3 shows a registered cover posted to England on the
Datum-Odessa line in 1897. It bears two sets of MS numbers, one deleted, and a handstamped encircled "R". It
is open to question whether the last mark was applied by the ship's post office or was added after the cover had
been put ashore. The same question arises over the circular "R" marks found on registered ship mail from the
Arctic (Casey, 1986, p.22, fig.7) and from the Bering Sea and other Far Eastern waters (Figs.8,9).

Fag.3 JOk stationery envelope uprated JO k to pay the registered rate to England, 1897, posted on
ship '2' of the Batum-Odessa line. MS numbers and encircled 'R' to denote registration.
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Another MS ship's registration cachet is shown in Fig.4 from an example carried on the River Amur service in
1909. Below the MS number "73" are the words "Steamship BI/Stretensk Letter b". Stretensk was the terminus
for this line (Blagoveshchensk - Stretensk), where no doubt incoming registered ship mail was re-recorded.
Handstruck registration cachets were used, albeit very rarely, on ships of the River Volga services up to the
early Soviet period at least. Adhesive labels for ships came into use in 1899 and have been illustrated from such
diverse sources as the Russian Volunteer Fleet (Liphschutz, 1965), the Russian East Asiatic Steamship Company,
the seasonal White Sea service and the Siberian domestic lines (Casey, 1968,1986,1989b). Many others exist,
e.g. for maritime and fluvial services on the Black Sea, River Volga and River Amur (Fig.S).
A variety of registration labels was used on ships of the RVF. Those employed at the tum of the century were of
the primitive type characteristic of the period, consisting of a rectangle of white paper with a printed number
below the Russian words for "Steamship/Odessa-Vladivostok". Judging by the few examples I have seen, the
same label was used for journeys in either direction. One cover, adressed in 1900 from the Far East to
Germany, has a Roman "R" added to the label in red crayon, presumably in deference to UPU requirements
(Fig.6).
Generally speaking, registered mail from the RVF to foreign destinations did not comply with the UPU rule
requiring a label in a Western language. I have registered covers from the Vladivostok-Shanghai and the
Vladivostok-Tsuruga lines to China and America, respectively, both with Cyrillic labels. A notable exception is
the cover of 1914 posted on a ship of the Vladivostok-Tsuruga line to France (Fig.7). This has the registration
label in French.

Fig.4 Registered cover to St.Petersburg, 1909, posted on Blagoveshchensk-Stretensk line of
River Amur services. MS "73/Steamship Bl/Stretensk Letter b".
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.

Fig.S Registered cover to Chila, 1914, from Amur Company for Steamshipping and Trade, posted on
Blagoveshchensk-Nikolaev line with registration label giving name of line and identifying letter (VJ of shfp.
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Fig.6 Registered cover to Gennany, 1900, transshipped at Singapore, posted on RVF vessel out
of Vladivostok. Primitive label(for opposite direction) reading in Russian with Roman 'R' added
by hand in red crayon.

Around 1910 the RVF issued a standard registration label to its ships having only "ZNladivostok" printed in
Russian on the label, the word for •steamship" and details of the individual line requiring insertion by hand. I
have these for the Vladivostok-Tsuruga and the Vladivostok-Northern Districts lines (Fig.8). Since the word for
ship does not appear in print on these semi-blank labels, it is conceivable that they were intended for a wider
usage, possibly including those railway TPOs which had Vladivostok as a terminus.
Of special interest is the registered cover of 1903 to Norway conveyed on the Chinese Eastern Railway ship
"Nonni" (Casey, 1989a, p.83, fig.2l)(Fig.9). The unique registration label bears both the-name of the ship and
the Company. Note that the cover gives evidence of a mail-handling agency of the CER Shipping Subsidiary at
Gensan, Korea. Those who collect postmarks by shape will be pleased to note the early St.Petersburg Warsaw
Station oval used as a transit mark - a hang-over from the practice of former times.
It would be a mistake to suppose that mail bearing TPO cancellations was exclusively or mainly the correspondence of passengers on the train or ship. A large part - on some lines practically all - came from portable letter-
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Fig.7 Registered cover to France, 1914, posted on Vladivostok-Tsuruga line with label in French (except
ship's identifying letter - G - which is retained in Cyrillic).
boxes set up on the platform or quayside and from senders who had not set foot on the train or ship. Here ~e
reminiscences of an elderly Russian lady of my acquaintance are relevant. She was brought up in a village near
Novgorod in the early years of the century and as a young girl was frequently sent down to the railway station
with the family's letters to meet the train. When the train arrived a uniformed postman emerged from the postal
wagon carrying a letter-box. This was placed on the platform for public use and then collected just before the
train departed (Presumably letters properly franked and annotated for registration dropped into the box by
someone not concerned about a receipt would have received the "taken from the box• inscription). She went on
to say that she was instructed by her parents not to put the letters in the box, but to hand them to the postman
with a few kopeks for himself. He then put the letters in his pocket and posted them at the railway station when
the train reached the end of the line, thus, she said, ensuring a speedier delivery. This practice may help to
explain why on short busy runs like the Moscow-St. Petersburg line there is little mail bearing the PW
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Fig.8 Postcard to Bologna, 1910, posted on sis •Yenissei• while in Gulf of Kamchatka, Bering
Sea. 'R-in-circle' and Cyrillic label completed by hand to read •steamship Letter B/VladivostokNorthern Districts•.
cancellations compared with the large quantity posted at the terminal stations. Many passengers would have kept
their mail in their pockets until alighting at Moscow or St.Petersburg; mail picked up on the way would have
included a proportion that had by-passed the official PW procedure and similarly ended up in the letter-box of
one of the main railway termini.
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Fig.9 Cover to Christianafrom crewman on whaling ship •George•, handed to CER Shipping Agency at Gensan,
Korea, 22 november 1903. Registered and cancelled on ship •Nonni•, operating the Korean Coastal Line. Put
ashore at Vladivostok, thence by Transsiberian Railway to St.Petersburg. Encircled 'R' and Cyrillic registration
label reading •Nonni/Steamship of Chinese Eastern Railway•.
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A cover from the Manchurian Campaign
Alexander Epstein
After Russian forces entered and occupied Manchuria during the second half of 1900, field post and telegraph
offices were opened at various locations in North and South Manchuria during 1900-1903. The official journal
issued by the R~ian post-telegraph administration Pochtovo-Telegrafnyi Zhurnal, and orders issued by the
Commander of the Priamur ·Military District contain the information that field post offices Nos.1 to 1S were
opened in 1900, while Nos.16 to 23 were opened in 1901.
If we consider the approximate dates on which these FPOs were opened, and the earliest known dates on
postmarks (of the "early" types MM and NM of Tchilinghirian & Stephen, part S) of particular offices,
considerable gaps in time are striking. For example, not a single postmark of types MM and NM has yet been
found from the year 1900.
It appears that during the first months of operation, the FPOs were not yet supplied with their own postmarks
and other equipment for handling mail. The cover described in this article could be a confirmation for this
assumption.
It is a 7k stationery envelope used for a registered letter to Sillamigi in the Ehstlyand guberniya. The cover
bears additional franking of Arms stamps on horimntally laid paper : two 3k red and a single lk yellow on the
back of the cover, making a total of 14k for a registered letter to a destination within Russia.
The cover was sent by Nikolai Kiihner in Mukden, as evidenced by the inscription on the reverse of the cover.
The adhesives are pen-cancelled in a black ink slightly different in shade fro~ that used for the address. There is
also a MS mark at the left on the front in that same black ink, consisting of the number 649 and the letter "M"
which, in all probability, is the first letter of "Mukden".
On the other hand, the imprinted stamp is cancelled by a postmark of Port Arthur. Another such postmark and a
registration label of Port Arthur with that same number 649 can also be seen on the front of the cover.
The following conclusions can be drawn from studying this cover. The letter was posted at Mukden somewhere
in the beginning of June 1901, as follows from the June 9 date of the Port Arthur postmark. At that time FPO
No. I I had been functioning in Mukden for about 6 months, but FPOs had not been authorised to handle
registered mail until March 1901. Postmarks of Type MM for FPO 11 are known with dates in 1902-1903, and
the earliest date for a Type NM mark is November 1901.
At this point it is worth mentioning that whenever a new FPO's opening was announced in the PochtovoTelegrafnyi Zhurnal, post offices which were to exchange mail with the newly opened FPO were also listed. For
most of the FPOs in South Manchuria the sedentary state post office in Port Arthur was to have this function.
Consequently, this registered letter appears to have been accepted by FPO No. I I in Mukden at a time when this
office had neither postmarks nor registration labels. Thus the stamps were pen-cancelled, but only the stamps on
tha reverse of the cover, which paid the 7k postal rate for an ordinary letter. In lieu of a registration label, the
number ~49 was written on the cover. A registration label was affixed in Port Arthur and the remaining
(imprinted) 7k stamp was cancelled by a Port Arthur postmark as the registration fee. It appears that the FPO in
Mukden (as well as other FPOs that exchanged mail with Port Arthur) had been given its own set of numbers
for registry books.
Evidently, this procedure was discontinued after the FPOs had received their own postmarks, registration labels
and other equipment.
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Front and reverse of registered letter from Mukden via Port Arthur to SillamlJgi (SHLAMYAGI) in Ehstlyand
guberniya, 1901.
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The 'Asobny Atrad' issue of Bulak-Balakhovich
S. Hornby
Anyone who bas any interest in this issue will doubtless have read the article by William Lesh which appeared in
the journal Rossica in 198S 1, and they will also no doubt recall the letter which be reprints in that article which
purports to explain the origin of the stamps. This letter first appeared in the journal Der Baltiscbe Philatelist in
April 1920. The original article was written by Georg H. Jaeger, the editor of the journal and the man through
whom the stamps were introduced into the philatelic market. Nevertheless, it is worth printing the letter again,
since the details it contains are relevant to this article.
"La mission militaire diplomatique
de la Republique Democratique
Blancbe-Ruthenienne,
en Latwija & Eesti,
le lS, Mars 1920
Nr. 282

Berm Jaeger

As a finished product we are able to reveal a very handsome set of stamps of the Army Corps
of the Bielarusin National Republic under General Bulalc-Balakhovich and would like to report a
complete set of S values : S, 10, lS, SO kop. and 1 (Ost) Rouble (1 Ost Rouble = 2.- Mk.).
I would like to talce a position and bring forth a copy of an official document concerning this
issue.
On the question concerning Bielarusin postage stamps with the inscription •Asobny Atrad
B.N.R.' I reply thus:
1. The postmark of the Asobny Atrad B.N.R. is from a particular army corps of the Bielarusin
National Republic which is under the command of one Bulalc-Balakhovich. This set was issued to the
group under the well-known name 'Balachovka'.
2. The stamps hav~ been assigned to the field post office in the territory of the Corps and used for
the sending of correspondence out of this area (in northern Latvia) to Bielarus'. Until recently the Corps
took part in the anti-Bolshevik front between the Estonian and Latvian armies.
3. The emission of these stamps is a result of the acceptance of a particular resolution of a
Commission of the Bielarusin Army Corps and the Chiefs of the Military Diplomatic Mission of the
Bielarusin National Republic of February 3, 1920.
4. The stamps were initiated by a special order of the Finance Ministers of the Expediation for the
Manufacture of Government Paper to the State Printing Office of Latvia to print 1,000,000 sets of S
stamps in the values S, 10, lS, SO and 100 kops. eastern currency.
Signed: Chief of the Mission:
Colonel K. Ezavitau2
p.pa. Secretary
Stankevicb"
This letter interested me - but not because I found it _convincing. On the contrary, it seemed so obviously
designed to provide a 'pedigree' for the stamps that suspicions were immediately aroused rather than allayed.
What was interesting to me was that it provided names - of individuals and organisations - and implied particular
relationships between them. Either these people and organisations existed at the time and place the letter implies,
and were related to each other as it implies, or they were not. It seemed possible that some historical detective
work might show up one or more points made in the letter to be clearly true or (as seemed more likely to me)
false.
An initial check in the standard histories of the Revolution and the Civil War bore out my initial feeling that the
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letter was wholly false. The 'white' army in north-west Russia had collapsed completely in late 1919. Its troops
had been interned in Estonia and set to labour in the logging camps of the Estonian forests. It seemed impossible
that Balakhovich could have been in command of an organised unit in Estonia or Latvia in the spring of 1920.
I had never heard of the 'B.N.R.' - the 'Belorussian National Republic' of Ezavitau's letter. Nor, given what I
remembered of the history of the Civil War in the area, could I see how there was room for such an entity.
Again, a check in the standard histories showed that the Polish army was in occupation of Minsk from August
1919 until July 1920, when the city was taken by the Bolsheviks. Before August 1919 it had been successively in
the hands of the Bolsheviks (from December 1917 until February 1918), the German army (from February 1918
until December 1918), and then the Bolsheviks again from December 1918 until the Polish capture in August
1919.
Despite these findings I remained slightly puzzled. A falsehood designed to achieve a specific purpose, as this
letter was clearly designed to 'legitimise' the stamp issue h referred to, may distort and exaggerate to achieve its
aims, but it could only have carried conviction at the time if it had some contact with reality. It would be selfdefeating if it did not. I decided therefore to look beyond the general histories, for I realised that they could only
be expected to give a general outline of what have later come to seem the important issues, and that a vast
amount of detail simply does not get recorded in such books.
Limitations of space mean that only my findings can be set out, along with some salient pieces of evidence with
which to back them up. Most of the argumentation that lies behind my conclusions has had to be left out. The
key issues arising from Ezavitau's letter that require authentication are noted below, together with my findings.
1. Was Balakhovich in command of a military unit during the Spring of 1920?
The answer is, surprisingly, yes. Thus the 'Asobny Atrad' existed. Whether it could genuinely be represented as
part of a 'Belorussian' army is another matter.
Balakhovich crossed from Estonia into Latvia in February 1920, in command of some 800 men and 280
officers. 3 In so doing he was acting in defiance of the Estonian government and the Bolshevik negotiators at
Dorpat, who sought to make the internment of all members of the 'white' armies there part of the conditions for
the peace between Estonia and the RSFSR that was then being discussed.
One might wonder if the troops brought from Estonia to Latvia formed a genuine military unit (and not, for
instance, a rabble of disbanded soldiers who just happened to leave Estonia at the same time and in the same
pl!'Ce as Balakhovich). It seems to be clearly implied by the following extract from a Latvian newspaper of
January 8, 1920:
"The independent White-Ruthenian detachment under General Bulak-Balakhovich has recently taken part
in the actions on the Estonian front, having beaten two batallions of the Red Army. [ ... ] Now Estonia
has concluded an armistice with the Bolsheviks the detachment must leave Estonian territory [ ... ] act
independently or join the Latvian army and, after co-operating in the liberation of Latgallen, join the
White-Ruthenians at Vitebsk. The detachment consists of well-disciplined soldiers. "4

2. Was there a 'Belorussian national Republic' functioning in Minsk in the Spring of 1920?
The answer, once again, is yes, at least it functioned after a fashion. 5 A Belorussian 'Rada' (or 'Council') had
been established in Minsk during the Spring of 1917 in order to represent local opinion. It was in no way a body
inspired by nationalist feeling - nor was it an elected body. It was composed of almost 2,000 delegates
nominated by a wide range of bodies : political parties of all persuasions, trade unions, professional bodies, and
delegates of the huge Minsk garrison. (Minsk was a major garrison town. At this point in time the soldiers in
and around the city outnumbered the inhabitants to a substantial degree)
The Rada had voted for Belorussian 'autonomy' in December 1917. Once again, however, this could not be
attributed to nationalist feelings. It was a step taken in response to the illegal seizure of power by the Bolsheviks
in Petrograd on October 25th and their retention of power even though their party had secured only one quarter
of the votes in the national elections of November 1917. Within four days the Rada had been overthrown by
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Bolshevik supporters among the soldiers of the huge Minsk garrison.
When the Germans occupied Minsk in February 1918, some of the Rada delegates reassembled - though never
more than a small fraction of the original 1,872 delegates who had participated in the Rada in December 1917.
Under German authority the Rada was pushed into a declaration of Belorussian independence on March 25th,
1918. Thus there came into being the 'Belorusskaya Narodnaya Respublika' or B.N.R. (The name was variously
translated as Belorussian National Republic. Democratic Republic, or, a is more common today, Peoples'
Republic). Of those delegates who had reassembled when the Germans arrived, many withdrew in protest against
the German pressure to declare independence. Still more withdrew when the B.N.R. was prevailed upon to
'request' German 'protection' and thus, effectively, to announce its adherence to the German cause in the World
War. The political base of the B.N.R. was drastically narrowed by all these developments, and the influence of
nationalism became paramount for the first time.
The German army withdrew from Minsk in December 1918. The Bolsheviks occupied it until the Polish army
took the city in August 1919. The B.N.R. was reconstituted once again in Minsk, although by now only 125
delegates remained. 6 The Polish army was initially disposed to allow the B.N.R. to function as a provisional
government for Belorussia. Thus the B.N.R. did exist and, after a fashion, functioned as a Beloruissian
government after August 1919 ; it still existed in the Spring of 1920.
The foregoing is interesting enough, for it indicates a foundation in reality for the claims made in E:zavitau's
letter, as common sense indicated should be the case. But in fact the letter has proved itself to be accurate in
respect of lesser details, too.
3. How real were Balakhovich's links with the B.N.R.?
According to William Lesh's article in Rossica, Balakhovich approached E:zavitau on November 14th, 1919.
Unfortunately Lesh does not give any reference for this important piece of information. His statement is
supported, however, by a report in 'The Times' just over a week later to the effect that 'General Balakhovich
has finally severed his connections with the North-West Front and gone with his detachment to join the White
Russian anti-Bolshevist Army'. 7 This was not quite accurate, for Balakhovich was still in Estonia at the end of
January (see below). Nevertheless, these snippets of information show that Balakhovich had established some
kind of relations with the representative of the B.N.R. long before a stamp issue was even considered.
There are good reasons for thinking that Balakhovich might have been attempting to establish links with the
B.N.R. as early as this. Balakhovich's relations with the leaders of the North-West Army were never good.
NeithC! Rodzianko nor Yudenich had dared set foot in Pskov while Balakhovich was 'Military Commander'
there, though it had been determined beforehand that it was to be the capital of any territory that the North-West
Army might liberate from the Bolsheviks.' In August General Arsaneff had been sent with four regiments of
soldiers to arrest Balakhovish and his entourage. 9 It is thus very likely that Balakhovich sought to leave the
N.W.A., especially once it faced certain defeat in November, and that he might seek to establish links with the
only extant Russian anti-Bolshevik government in the area. He was, in addition, Belorussian himself' 0 and this,
too, may have been a factor influencing his decision.
One more scrap of information that suggests links between Balakhovich and Belorussia appears incidentally in a
report concerning his attempt to kidnap Yudenich on January 27th, 1920. This is perhaps his most famous
exploit. He appears to have aimed either at extorting the treasury of the defunct North-Western Government or
to have intended ransoming Yudenich to the Bolsheviks - stories vary. A report on this kidnap attempt is
preserved in the Foreign Office files. This describes Balakhovich and his henchmen as 'wearing an uniform
alleged to be that of the White Russian Republic' . 11
All these admittedly minor pieces of information do suggest that Balakhovich's connections with the B.N.R.
were of longer standing and initiated for other reasons (and in the matter of the uniform taken further) than
would be required for a mere pretence adopted for the sake of floating a spurious stamp issue.
4. How genuine was the 'Military-Diplomatic Mission' sent by the B.N.R.?
Completely so, it would appear. At first the Polish army which had occupied Minsk in August 1919 let the
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B.N.R. function as a provisional government for Belorussia, pending elections. Pilsudslci and the army leaders
actually favoured the establishment of a Polish led 'federation' formed among the new states that bad broken
away from the Russian Empire after the Revolution. It was hoped to include Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
and any independent states that might be formed in Belorussia and the Ukraine.
To this end a •Military-Diplomatic Mission• bad been sent to Latvia. This was indeed beaded by Colonel Kastus
Ezavitau. 12 It was ssigned the task of establishing diplomatic relations with states in the Baltic area and with
recruiting troops from the disbanded N.W.A. for specifically Belorussian units. It was not envisaged that these
troops would form an independent army : they were to come under the authority of the Polish High Command.
Even the favourably disposed military authorities in Minsk would not go beyond this. 13 Letters from the
Mission to the British military and diplomatic representatives in the area are preserved in the Foreign Office
archives and show that the address of the Mission was 20, Rue Nicholas, Riga. They are signed by Eavitau (as
Head of Mission) and by Kasjatcbin (as Secretary). Some are also signed by Kreceuski (at that point Secretary of
the B.N.R.). 14
The Mission achieved practical results : most striking was its success in gaining recopition for the B.N.R. from
Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and C:zecboslovakia. 15 How far the Mission was able to proceed towards
recruiting troops seems impossible to establish from available sources. It may be significant that the Head of the
Polish Mission to Latvia was compelled to write to the Head of the British Mission to counteract Latvian press
reports that an independent Belorussian army was being established with Polish consent. 16 There was clearly
enoup going on to give rise to the opinion in Latvia that this was happening. Ezavitau himself, in a letter to the
British Mission, talks in tenns of there having been 'reception of Wbite-Ruthenian partisan units into a regular
army'.11

s. Was the Mission entitled to recruit troops for a Belorussian army?
This bad never been the case, as was established in the previous section. Not only that, but whatever freedom of
action the Mission bad been ,ranted by the Polish military authorities in Minsk bad been withdrawn by the
Polish civil authorities by mid-December 1919. This is conceded in the letter written by Ezavitau mentioned at
the end of the previous section - indeed it was the object of this letter to try to enlist Entente support for the
B.N.R. apinst the change in Polish policy that bad come about in mid-December. 11
There bad always been a conflict between the Polish army's •federal• policy and the policy advocated by the
parties that dominated the Polish parliament. These favoured strengthening Poland not by alliances with a swathe
of ~mall (and perhaps unstable) states along its eastern borders, but by annexing areas of western Belorussia and
western Ukraine. Such incompatible policies could not co-exist for long. In the event the politicians'
•annexationist• policies were to prevail. The B.N.R. was downgraded to a local administration with limited
authority, no more was beard of its recognition by other states, and any question of recruitment died at that
point. Thus there could no longer be any justification in Ezavitau's talking during the Spring of 1920, as though
the recruitment of Balakbovich's unit was still in hand - no matter what grounds there bad been for such a claim
prior to the Polish change in policy of mid-December, 1919.

6.

Was the B.N.R. or any of its agents or agencies entitled to issue stamps?
The answer is clear from the preceding section - No. The situation was confused as long as the Polish army was
prepared to grant the B.N.R. some of the prerogatives of a sovereign authority (such as the right to fly its own
flag and the right to establish diplomatic relations with other states). Once the Polish civil authorities downgraded the B.N.R. to a purely local administration the idea was put completely out of court that such a symbol
of sovereignty would be allowed. If it were not permitted to the B.N.R. it could bot be permitted to the MilitaryDiplomatic Mission in Latvia.

7, Did Balakhovich's µpit need or actually operate a Field Post for which stamps were recmired?
The answer is clearly no. Though it is impossible to prove a negative like this from the fragmentary sources
available, common sense says not. This bad always been the view, and is the basis for the traditional rejection of
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this issue as a spurious issue. It follows, therefore, that the 'Field Post' cancellation carried by some of these
stamps on cover is a fabrication designed to bolster the story behind the issue. Any genuine Riga cancellations
which purport to prove that the 'Asobny Atrad - B.N.R.' stamps were accepted through the Latvian post (and
therefore recognised by a genuine postal system) are likewise fabrications that owe everything to the thickness of
Jaeger's bankroll (and the cupidity of a member of the counter-staff of a post office in Riga) and nothing at all to
the legitimacy of the issue.
Conclusions
The traditional view of these stamps, now 60-70 years old, is undoubtedly correct. These stamps may be
classified as propaganda labels, or as a private issue, or a bogus issue, according to taste, but they could never
be genuine. There was no genuine postal need for the stamps, and no functioning post to use them - for
Balakhovich's unit did not operate a Field Post system. Nor were the stamps issued by a competent issuing
authority - for neither the B.N.R. nor its agency the Military-Diplomatic Mission had been empowered by the
Poles to issue stamps. Thus the stamps fulfilled none of the philatelic criteria for a genuine issue. What is
dishonest in E:zavitau's letter is mainly confined to philatelic considerations - to the statement that Balakhovkh's
unit operated a Field Post and to the implied claim that the B.N.R. or its agents had the authority to issue
stamps. Otherwise the only misleading thing is the implication that the Military-Diplomatic Mission had the right
to recruit directly into an independent Belorussian army. It had never had this right, and by the spring of 1920
the Poles had withdrawn any permission that might have been given earlier for the Mission to deal directly with
troops or units of soldiers in the name of the B.N.R.
Otherwise, the story that emerges from the E:zavitau letter has turned out to be accurate in every respect. The
position can be summarised as follows:
1.
Balakhovich was in fact still in command of a substantial unit in spring, 1920.
2.
He had announced his allegiance to the B.N.R. in Minsk four months before the stamps appeared, and
at least two and a half months before the first steps were taken to print the stamps.
3.
The B.N.R. existed as a Belorussian 'government' in Minsk, albeit one that functioned under Polish
authority and within the limits set by the Poles.
4.
The Military-Diplomatic Mission existed, and had been sent to Latvia by the B.N.R. and with the
approval of the Polish military authorities to carry out tasks which included the recruitment of just such
troops and units as were commanded by Balakhovich.
5.
Colonel E:zavitau was the accredited head of the B.N.R. 's Military-Diplomatic Mission to Latvia.
As regards the motives of the people involved in the issue something can be ha:zarded. I take it that E:zavitau
acted from non-financial motives. One can imagine his chagrin at the change in Polish policy towards the
B.N.R. that began in mid-December. One can well understand how important it was to him (and to many other
members of the B.N.R.) to see a symbol of the sovereignty of his country put even indirectly before the public
in the form of a stamp issue such as this. His motives were purely political.
There can be little doubt that Balakhovich's motives were more mixed. I have no doubt, judging by his past
behaviour, that he would readily take the chance to line his pockets through participating in a stamp issue of this
type. On the other hand, he had very pressing reasons to establish publically an association with the B.N.R.
which, though tenuous, was real and of some months standing. This could be achieved by the stamp issue. I
believe, therefore, that he had strong non-mercenary motives for his involvement with the stamps. His motives
were political in some senses, just as were E:zavitau's. I take it that Jaeger had nothing but the basest of motives
for his involvement in the affair.

Thus purely philatelic criteria count against these stamps in every respect, while historical considerations cast the
issue in a more favourable light - so much so that I would hesitate to class these stamps as simply bogus. They
were not conjured out of mid-air by a group of philatelic swindlers hundreds of miles removed from the place
and conditions which allegedly gave rise to them. I would venture to suggest that these stamps have a more real
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historical background than quite a few issues that can, for one reason or another, be made to fit the philatelic
criteria for a genuine issue. It was the object of this article to throw some light on the conditions under which
these stamps were produced. What has been revealed does not change what has become the accepted view of
these stamps. But perhaps the facts outlined here may lead some collectors to look with a little more respect that
is usually the case on what must be the commonest set of stamps from the revolutionary period. Common they
may be, but they have their origins in the historical realities of the time.

NOUS
1. Rossica 106 (1985), pp.77-78.
2. 'Emvitau' is only one form in which the name can be reproduced in the Latin alphabet. The Latin form
will differ depending on the whether the Russian or the Belorussian form of the name is used, and it is also
affected by changing fashions in the transliteration of the Cyrillic into the Latin alphabets. Thus the name has
been transliterated as 'Jezowitov', 'lezewitov' and 'Yezovitov'. These represent the Russian version of the
name. The Belorussian version of the name is transliterated as 'Emvitau' or 'Emvitou'. The version
'Emvitau' is used here since this is the form most commonly used by the Belorussians today. The Russian
versions are, however, probably a better guide to the pronunciation of the name so far as English speakers
are concerned.
3. FO 371/5439

4. Quoted in FO 371/3617. (File No. 180564/61232/59)
5. The account of political developments in Belorussia is taken from N.P. Vakar's Belorussia - the Making
of a Nation, (Harvard University Press, 1956). Particularly important points are located by page number
under the heading Valcar in subsequent notes.
6. Valcar, p.112.
7. The Times, Nov.24th, 1919.
8. FO 371/4027.
9. The Times, Aug. 28th, 1919.
10. Biographical data concerning Balalchovich can be found in the following:
a. The Great Soviet Encyclopedia, 3rd Ed. (Moscow, 1973), p.259.
.
b. The Graphic, Nov.16th, 1920. This carries the bonus of a photograph of Balalchovich, albeit a
small, poor quality print.
c. The Times, Oct.15th, 1920.
d. FO 371/5439. By far the most valuable source on Balalchovich in English, this is the only source
of any kind which gives a detailed description of the man and an analysis of his character, its
strengths and weaknesses. It is very sympathetic to a man who most others dismissed curtly as 'a
bloodthirsty bandit', 'a marauder', 'an arch-bandit' and 'an adventurer and a knave'. While I
believe that the writers of this report were in contact with Balalchovich during a brief period in
which his behaviour was uncharacteristically benign, their testimony is nevertheless of great worth.
11. FO 371/3629.
12. Vakar, p.113.
13. Vakar, p.111.
14. FO 371/3631.
15. Vakar, p.113.
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16. FO 371/3631.
17. Ibid.
18. This letter appealed for help to the Entente powers against both the threat from Bolshevik Russia and
that posed to Belorussia by the Polish policy of annexation that was being applied in western Belorussia. It
also asked for a commission of inquiry into Polish attacks on Belorussian people and institutions along the
lines of the Commission then enquiring into pogroms committed against Jews in eastern Europe. It
described the change in Polish policy as follows :
"After taking Vilna and Minsk the Government of Poland seemed to be making concessions to
White-Ruthenian claims and moderated its measures towards White-Ruthenians, allowing the
reception of White-Ruthenian partisan units into a regular army. The Headquarters Staff was
installed in the town of Slonine (sic; perhaps Slonim is intended). The opening of the Rada of the
Democratic Republic of White-Ruthenia was similarly allowed. The Rada assembled in the town of
Minsk. The President of the Democratic Republic of White-Ruthenia, Antoine Lmkevitsch, was
sent for from Warsaw for definitive talks. It seemed possible to believe that one was about to see
the beginning of a new era in the reciprocal relations between the White-Ruthenians and the Poles.
However, the hopes of the White-Ruthenian people were not realised. A month ago presecuti<'n of
men in political, social and religious positions began again ; also the arrest of White-Ruthenian
workers began and measures were taken against the theatre and literature. In addition some
members of the Rada of the Democratic Republic of White-Ruthenia have been imprisoned."
FO 371/3631. (Original in French, dated Jan.14th, 1920) The reference to 'White-Ruthenian partisan units'
is intriguing. It is possible that this refers to, among others, Balakhovich's unit. This may be the nearest one
can come to documentary proof of the association between Ezavitau's Mission and Balakhovich's
detachment.

This is the only known portrait of
Bulak-Balakhovich. He appears to be
wearing the "uniform alleged to be
that of the White-Russian Republic"
referred to in the report on the
kidnapping of Yudenich (see note 11).
The original print was lost when the
photographic records of The Graphic
were destroyed in an air-raid. This is
from an enlargement of the original
1 %" x 1¾ " reproduction that appeared
in the Graphic in the issue of Oct.16th,
1920, hence the poor quality.
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The stamps of the Mountain Republic
Alexander Epstein
The Stanley Gibbons catalogue equates the Mountain Republic with Dagestan, as does Peter Ashford in BJRP
50. This is mistaken. The Mountain Soviet Socialist Republic (G.S.S.R., an abbrevation of 'Gorskaya
Sovetskaya Sotsialisticheskaya Respublika') was proclaimed as an autonomous republic within the R.S.F.S.R. on
November 17, 1920 (and officially formed on January 20, 1921) on the territory of the former Terek province.
Initially, it included areas inhabited by Ossetians, Kabardians, Balkarians, Chechens, lngushes, Karachayans,
Circassians and some other ethnic groups, as well as by Russians, mostly Terek cossacks. The capital of the
republic was Vladikavkaz. As for Dagestan, it was a neighbouring autonomous republic adjoining the Caspian
Sea, with its capital in Petrovsk (the present Makhach-Kala).
In September 1921 the district inhabited by Kabardians seceded from the Mountain Republic, and in December
the Balkarian district also seceded, to be rejoined with the breakaway Kabardian district. Later on, other districts
were also detached from the Mountain Republic and it was finally abolished in July, 1924.
The stamps
The set of G.S.S.R. stamps listed in modem catalogues consists of Imperial Arms stamps (1908-1917)
overprinted with a crude handstamp - a five-pointed star and Cyrillic letters .C .C .P . within a circle - using
grey-black ink. 3 perforated and 2 imperforate stamps were thus overprinted (Figs.1,2),
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Fags.1,2 The perforated stamps and one of the rare imperfs, used on piece.
namely the following values :
1.
2k green
perforated
2.
5k brown-lilac perforated
3.
10k deep blue perforated
4.
2k green
imperforate
5.
5k brown-lilac imperforate
No varieties such as inverted or double overprints have been recorded.
Even the perforated stamps of this issue in mint state are by no means common. Imperforate copies are very
scarce, as are genuinely used copies of all values. The pricing of the G.S.S.R. stamps by SG and other
catalogues appears to be too low relative to their scarcity.
Date of issue
The Soviet stamps catalogue edited by F. Chuchin (part 5, 1926) which was the first to describe these stamps,
gave 1921 as the year of issue. This date was adopted by all modem stamp catalogues including SG, Yvert &
Tellier, Michel and Zumstein. Only the Senf and Froede catalogues published in Germany before WW2
indicated another year of issue - 1922.
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If 1921 was the actual year of issue then it is unclear which postal needs were served by these stamps since their
face values did not conform lo the postal rates of the RSFSR in 1921.
Looking through old philatelic magazines I found in issue No.3/4, 1922 of Russki Kollektsioner (published in
Novocherkassk) a note titled •0n the stamps of the G.S.S.R. • which I cite below in full (translated from the
Russian):
•The stamps of the G.S.S.R. were issued on August 25, 1922, the issue having a total face value of 300
million rubies according to a directive by the Commissioner of the People's Commissariat of Posts and
Telegraphs.
The overprint was made with a single handstamp on the following face values : 2, 3, 4, S and 10k
perforated. In all 10 sheets (1000 copies) of the 10k stamps were overprinted.
However, they were in use for a very short period only, since on September 9 they had been withdrawn
from use according to another directive from the same commissioner. Hence, it is clear these stamps are

scarce.•
I should add that in the next issue of the same magazine it was reported that a letter from Vladikavkaz franked
with a single Sk G.S.S.R. stamp had been received by the editorial office. It is also worth mentioning that all
cancelled copies of G.S.S.R. stamps and a few covers with those stamps which I have seen or read about were
postmarked 1922, not 1921.
Of course, the note cited above is not an official document, but it clarifies certain matters, if we overlook the
uncertain status of 3k and 4k stamps mentioned in the note. First of all, a specific date of issue is given for these
stamps, and it differs from the traditional date of 1921. During the summer of 1922 the postal rates of the
RSFSR adopted on April 15 were in force. In particular, the rate for an ordinary inland postcard was 20,000r,
for an ordinary inland letter 50,000r, and the registration fee was 100,000r. During that period Imperial Arms
stamps were used throughout the RSFSR, usually without surcharge or overprint, but revalued at .a rate of
10,000r for lk (lk to 14k) or lr (lr to lOr). Therefore, G.S.S.R. stamps with face values of 2, S and 10k might
well be sold by the post, revalued to 10,000, 20,000 and 100,000r and used for the categories of mail mentioned
above.
Status of the stamps and approximate guantities issued
In the note cited above nothing was said about the reason for issuing these stamps. Since the Mountain Republic
was not an independent state but a part of the RSFSR, and its postal service fully subordinated to the central
administration (the People's Commissariat of Posts and Telegraphs of the RSFSR in Moscow), it actually had no
authorisation to issue its own postage stamps. Thus one might assume the main reason for overprinting Arms
stamps that were quite valid without any overprint or surcharge to be the protection of the financial interests of
the local postal administration against the influx of unoverprinted stamps from other regions. For instance, by
1922 Imperial stamps had been invalidated in Transcaucasia, in particular in neighbouring Georgia, and large
quantities of such stamps remained in the possession of private persons. Similar overprinting "for protection"
took place earlier in the Ukraine and in Armenia by order of their respective national governments. During the
same period, a local provisional issue - a surcharge "SO tys" over posthorns on Sr Arms stamps - was made in
the capital of neighbouring Dagestan, Petrovsk. The rapid with~rawal of the G.S.S.R. stamps is explained by the
lack of official permission by the central postal administration. Consequently, the stamps of the Mountain
Republic should be considered as local provisionals of Vladikavkaz, similar to those issued in Petrovsk, and not
be listed in catalogues as the issues of a separate state.
As for the quantities issued, on the basis of the total value of the issue and the exact number given for the 10k
stamps a rough estimate can be made. The result is that the total quantity of the other face values should not

exceed a few thousand copies, i.e. a few dozen sheets. No more than 2 or 3 sheets of these can have been
imperforate, with the Sk imperforate stamp being the rarest.
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Fig.3 Front and reverse of a registered letter from Groznyi (3-9-1922) to Gudauty, Sukhum District. Franked
with 3 perforated 5k G.S.S.R. stamps for a rate of 150,()()() paper roubles. (50,000r postage and 100,000r
registration). Ex Mandrovski.
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Area and period of postal use
According to an official source, the Byulleten' N.K.P.i.T. (Bulletin of the People's Commissariat of Posts and
Telegraphs), no.42/44, 1921, the following post/telegraph establishments were operating in the Mountain
Republic by the autumn of 1921 :
post/telegraph offices in Vladilcavlcaz, Beslan, Ardonskaya, Gromyi and Nalchilc
post/telegraph suboffices in Alagir, Arkhonskoye, Balta, Vladilcavlcaz 1, Darg Kokh, Mimri, Khristianovskaya
(all in Vladilcavlcaz district), Attali, Gromyi Oilery, Bolshe-Sunzhe (all in Chechen or Gromyi district),
Kotlyarskaya, Milchailovskaya (both in Vladimir district) and Nazran (Nazran district).
a post office at the Vladilcavlcaz Railway Station (Vokml).
post suboffices in Alelcsandrovskaya, Assinskaya (Vladimir district), Vladilcavlcaz · 2, Vladilcavlcaz 3, Giz.el,
Zmeiskaya, Karabulskaya, Magometanskaya, Nikolaevskaya, Olginskaya, Khumalag, Elkhotovo, Lars
(Vladikavlcaz district), Bysan, Kremenchugsko-Konstantinovskaya, Nilcolskaya, Novo-Ivanovskaya, NovoPoltavskaya (Kabardian district), Gromyi-Station and Sleptovskaya (Chechen district).

The majority of cancelled G.S.S.R. stamps, which are quite rare, bear the postmarks of Vladilcavlcaz. I also
happened to see a 5k stamp on piece cancelled •sJeptovskaya, Ter. 21-9-2iw. The stamp appeared to be
imperforate, but was actually a perforated stamp which had been lifted off the piece, deprived of its teeth and
reattached to the piece.
As for genuine covers; besides the one sent to the editorial office of Russki Kollelctsioner mentioned above, I
know of only two other items :
1. A registered cover posted in Gromyi on 3-9-1922 to Gudauty, Sukhum district where it arrived on 1-10-1922.
The cover was franked with three 5k perforated G.S.S.R. stamps (Fig.3). The franking on this cover as well as
that on the one mentioned above corresponds to the postal rates of the RSFSR during this period. The cover is in
the collection of Mr. N. Mandrovski.
2. A cover from Vladikavlcaz (23-8-1922) via Novorossiisk (29-8-1922) and Moscow to Tallinn, Estonia (10-91922), also franked with three 5k perf. stamps. Since the rate for an ordinary letter to a foreign destination was
45 rubies of 1922 at the time, the franking is not quite understandable'. Besides, the date on this cover precedes
the date of issue mentioned in the Russki Kollektsioner note by two days. This cover was described in BJRP 16.
It appears that G.S.S.R. stamps were in use all over the territory occupied by the Mountain Republic by
August/September 1922, i.e. not in the seceded Kabardo-Balkarian provinces. The available covers also show
that these stamps were put into circulation a few days before the date mentioned in the note : near August 20th,
and withdrawn from use in late September, at least in some provincial post offices.
The missing values : 3 and 4 kopecks
Let us now tum to the stamps of 3 and 4 kopecks mentioned in the abovecited note, which are not listed by any
catalogue. The note was written by A. Kumetsov, a name which also occurs in a list of correspondents of
another philatelic magazine of that time - Krymskii Kollektsioner, and his address is given as the Vladikavkaz
post/telegraph office. It is quite possible that he was a postal employee directly invloved with the stamp issue, or
at least an eye-witness of the issue. Therefore his information can be considered trustworthy, even if not
absolutely. On the other hand, the catalogue by Chuchin states that:
•overprints of star and letters G.S.S.R. on stamps of Russian Empire of 1909/17 issue with other face
values which are on the market are bogus, since no other stamps besides the ones listed above were
overprinted and put on sale.•
However, 3 and 4k stamps with genuine overprints do exist, although only mint copies have been seen so far.

1

Possibly Estonia was still regarded as an inland destination by the sender ? In which case one 5k
stamp would have sufficed.
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Obviously, the compilers of the Soviet catalogue did not possess official information concerning these stamps,
since if they did they would certainly have given the correct year of issue : 1922, instead of 1921. Chuchin's
Ii.sting appears to be based on the remaining stock which the Soviet Philatelic Association removed from
Vladikavkaz to Moscow and put on sale there. These remainders only included 2, S and 10k stamps. On the
other band, Kumetsoz's note does not mention the imperforate stamps, which were among the remainders.
Of course, the absence of stamps with other {ace values than the ones listed in the catalogues from the
remainders is no proof that such stamps were not issued at all. They could simply have been used up by the time
the G.S.S.R. stamps were withdrawn from sale. For example, perforated Sk stamps are given higher valuations
in catalogues than the other two perforated stamps, which indicates that there were fewer Sk stamps in the
remaindered stock. But the actual number of Sk stamps issued could hardly have been less than that of the 2k
and 10k stamps. The explanation could be that Sk stamps (used as S0,000 paper roubles or S roubles of 1922)
were to be used for franking ordinary inland letters - the most common category of mail - and they were used on
registered covers as well. It is no coincidence that both known covers are franked with Sk stamps!
As for 3k and 4k stamps, they could be used for franking ordinary local letters (rate 30,000 paper roubles),
money transfers or parcel cards as well as other mail, perhaps in combination with other face values. However,
a single genuinely used copy of a 3k or 4k stamp still remains to be found!
Forgeries
Since the stamps of the Mountain Republic are so little known, forgers have not practised their skills on this
issue often. I have only seen a rather crude forgery of the rare imperforate 2k and Sk stamps. It can easily be
identified by the ink used, dimensions of the overprint and the shape of the letters "G.S.S.R. ".
Stamps of the Kabardo-Balkarian autonomous district
As mentioned at the beginning of this article, the Kabardian district with its capital in Nalchik and another
district inhabited by Balkaiians which seceded from the Mountain Republic in 1921 were joined, and formed an
autonomous Kabardo-Balkarian district by the end of the year. There is no evidence that G.S.S.R. stamps were
used within this district.
However, a few copies of the 3k perforated Arms stamp have been found with a black overprint of a fivepointed star, slightly smaller than the star on G.S.S.R. stamps, and without circle or letters. This stamp is only
found used with postmarks of Nalchik and some other places, and dates in 1922. No information about this
stamp is available.
Besides the 3k stamp, perforated 2, S, 1S and 20k stamps exist with similar overprints, but only in mint state.
Their postal use is still in doubt. Furthermore, S. Parkbomovicb mentions a so-called "Kabardian" overprint on
a S0k stamp in Soviet Collector No.I, 1963, but be gave no further details.
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Current events in the F.S.U.
lvo Steyn
If you have been reading any kind of philatelic magazine lately, then you will already he aware that the Soviet
Union has disintegrated. The Baltic States have regained their independence, most of the remaining republics of
the U.S.S.R. have also declared their independence and joined together in a loose association, the Commonwealth of Independent States. No satisfactory term suggests itself to decribe the whole group of 15 countries
which has taken the place of the U.S.S.R., and I have used the slightly facetious term "Fonner Soviet Union" or
F.S. U. in the title of this article. I welcome suggestions for an alternative title.
When Lithuania declared independence on March 11th, 1990, it spent 18 months in a legal limbo, with its
declaration recognised by a very small handful of countries. At the time, it seemed like a good idea to report
philatelic events in the Republic of Lithuania separately, which is why a "Lithuanian Chronicle" was started in
BJRP 70. However, as Editor I am now faced with the activities in more than 15 countries to chronicle. It seems
unwise to instigate 15 (or more) separate Chronicles, so the desparate attempts to follow what is going on in the
F.S.U. will from now on be collected in this series. Contributions are eagerly and plaintively invited.
It appears that we will be faced with a large number of new stamp-issuing countries and territories. Thus far,
new stamps issued by Russia (a.k.a. the Russian Federation or R.S.F.S.R.), Belorussia, Ukraine, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Ka7.achstan, Kirgizistan, Turkmenistan, Tadjikistan and
Uzbekistan have been seen, and Georgia appears to be the only absentee thus far. In addition, the city of
St.Petersburg has produced local overprints, and stamps purportedly issued by the rebellious Chechenolngushetian Republic (just North of the Caucasus mountains, capital Gromyi) are currently lying on my desk. It
should be stressed that little official information concerning the status of these issues has been available to me.
The issues of the Baltic States and Russia seem innocent enough (with one or two regrettable exceptions) but
what are we to think about the St.Petersburg overprints ? Let alone stamps issued by separatist governments of
as-yet-unrecognised republics such as the Checheno-Ingushetian issue... I will confine myself to simply reporting
what I know. It may be a long time before we know the whole story behind these issues ; the parallels with the
post-WWl era are striking and ominous.
The Russian Federation is in some respects the direct linear philatelic descendant of the U .S.S.R. since its new
issues are reported by the philatelic press as before. The Russian issues are inscribed "ROSSIYA" in both
Cyrillic and Latin alphabets. The German Michel catalogue has added these new issues behind the last (1923)
issue of the R.S.F.S.R., treating the U.S.S.R. period like an unfortunate interlude in Russian history. I will be
interested to see if other catalogues follow this lead.
The other republics have thus far produced the following: (no claims for completeness are made)
Belorussia
20 March 1992 National treasure. 1 value.
10 April 1992 Composer Shirma. 1 value.
9 June 1992 Arms of Polotsk. 1 value.
31 August 1992 Flag, arms. 2 values.
Moldova
23 June 1991 First anniversary of independence. 3 values.

8 February 1992 Dove. 1 value.
24 May 1992 Coat of arms. 5 values.
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20 July 1992 Air mail. 4 values.
8 August 1992 Various issues. 8 values.
A7.erbaijan
Two stamp issues, no details available.
Armenia
1992 Mount Ararat. 3 values plus souvenir sheet.
1992 AT&T. 1 value. This stamp was printed in the Netherlands, by Joh.Enschede & Zn•• The printing bill was
paid by the telecommuncations company AT&T, who had their logo printed on the stamp in return. A sponsored
stamp! Print run was 50,000 stamps. Difficult to find.
Kuachstan
The former Kuach SSR. Several stamp issues. Overprints on Soviet stamps have not yet been seen by me. A
seventh stamp is illustrated. All appeared in 1992.
Turkmenistan
20 March 1992 Jeweled treasure.
9 August 1992 Snake, horse. 2 values.
Uzbekistan
7 May 1992 Nodira commemoration. 1 value.
Tadzhikistan
20 May 1992 National treasure.
25 May 1992 Temple gate. 1 value.
15 August 1992 Musical instruments. 1 value.
21 August 1992 Mountain goat. 1 value.
Kirgizistan
4 February 1992 Pheasant.
31 August 1992 Eagle, landscape painting. 2 values
Ukraine
I am reliably informed that Ukrainians consider it uncool to refer to the Ukraine, although as an inhabitant of the
Netherlands I am slightly puzzled by this. Ukraine has been very productive in the stamp field. The stamp issues
are listed below. Tridents feature prominently, complete with inverts, aberrant types, etc. The status of "patriotic
sheets" (sheets of low val~e Soviet definitives overprinted with a decorative design and millions of tridents,
purportedly issued in L'viv, 3 different sheet designs noted) is uncertain. Personally, I believe the Ukrainian
stamp industry is digging its own grave with all these obviously exploitative issues.
1 March 1992 Folk scenes. 2 values.
1992 Lysenko. 1 value. Printed in Canada, limited distribution within Ukraine.
1992 Overprints of Trident plus new value on Soviet definitives. 12 values. Aberrant Trident types and inverted
overprints have been circulated widely. Treat with caution.
1992 M.I. Kostomarov. 1 value. Limited distribution.
May 1992 Definitives (Narbut design of 1918 issue!). 9 values.
1992 Olympic games. 3 values.
I~
t IIAKYT
1992 Ukrainian flag and arms. 1 value.
&lfJJ) IIJIII
~jV. (fJj)
.lh.t!:a 'YKPal1992 1st national stamp exhibition. 1 miniature sheet.
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~
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Estonia
1 October 1991 Definitives (Coat of Arms). 9 values.
1 November 1991 Estonian flag, and map. 2 values.
16 March 1992 Non-denominated issue. 4 values.
22 June 1992 Non-denominated issue. 3 values.
22 June 1992 Olympic Games. 3 values.
29 August 1992 Non-denominated issue. 1 value.

EESTI

loo

Latvia
19 October 1991 Definitive issue (Coat of Arms). 8 values.
23 December 1991 Surcharges on Soviet definitives •LATVUA • plus new value. 4 values. The original issue
was overprinted by lithography. A variant printing was by typography, with smaller numerals. Also, in the
variant printing, the letter •r is missing in •LATVUA • in the lOr overprint. See the illustrations. This issue is
pretty revolting : the middle row of the sheet did not receive an overprint, and vertical stript of three with the
center stamp missing the surcharge were sold by a highly placed postal official for hard currency. Shifted
surcharges have also been noted.
28 December 1991 Definitive issue (Monuments). 6 values. More definitives ? Several of the face values did not
correspond to postal rates in force.
8 February 1992 Latvian Olympic committee. 3 values.
29 February 1992 Definitives (more monuments). 9 values. Having fun, guys ?
4 April 1992 Definitives. Overprints with small zeroes. S values.
Lithuania
Lithuania has issued a respectable number of stamps during 1991-1992. A summary :
January 1991 Definitives, S values. Restricted circulation within Lithuania.
16 February 1991 73rd anniversary of 1918 declaration of independence. 1 value.
11 March 1991 1st anniversary of 1990 resumption of independence. 1 value.
13 March 1991 Definitive lSk (Kaunas imperf issue, followed 2 days later by perf. Leipzig issue).
15 March 1991 Religious symbols. 3 values.
14 June 1991 50th anniversary of June 1941 deportations. 3 values (triangles!).
16.July 1991 Definitives (Kaunas imperf issues). 2 values.
20 August 1991 Lithuanian sports tournament. 2 values
20 August 1991 Lithuanian ascent of Mt. Everest. 2 values.
28 September 1991 Grand Duke Gediminas. 3 values.
21 November 1991 Storks. 2 values.
20 December 1991 Definitives. 4 values.
15 March 1992 Lithuanian admission to UN. 1 value.
22 March 1992 Lithuanian Olympic committee. 3 values.
11 July 1992 Endangered flowers. 2 values.
Chechen Republic
The former Checheno-Ingushetian ASSR. One issue :
25 May 1992 Definitives (?). S values. Status unconfirmed.
St. Petersburg
1992 Overprints on Soviet definitives, presumably to combat shortages of high-value stamps. 6 values seen.
Status unconfirmed, but known genuinely used on cover.
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Other issues for the Leningrad Oblast (2 values), Tiraspol (8 values) and Moldova (4 overprints on Soviet
definitives) have also been seen, status dubious at best.
As regards postal stationery, in many republics (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Ukraine, Belarus') old supplies of
Soviet stationery envelopes have been overprinted with a new value to match the explosive growth in postal
rates. At the time of its breakup, the inland letter rate of the U.S.S.R. was 7 kopecks. Currently, letter rates in
the republics are on the order of 1-3 roubles. In Estonia alone 413 different envelopes have been overprinted. I
am satisfied that these overprints constitute a genuine effort to stay abreast of inflation and to utilise old stocks of
envelopes. The various forms of overprints (machine, handstamped, etc.) are probably worth an article or six by
themselves.

What's next ?
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Other people's mail
Ivo Steyn
Vladivostok, 17-11-1928.
Dear Mum and Dad,
Nothing much in the way of news, except that Winter has started. It started to snow during the
afternoon, 3 or 4 days ago, and there was so much snow that when I returned from the Station that evening I
had to climb over the gate. I couldn't open the gate because it was blocked by about 1 meter of snow! Now that
the snow has stopped falling the weather is pretty good, with lots of sun, but the melting snow makes a bit of a
mess.
Time certainly flies : I've been here for almost one year now, but when I look back I think I've
achieved very little. Right now there are lots of problems to solve. We haven't been able to get any ground
wheat or bread for 3 months now, and the rye bread is terribly coarse. I bad Shanghai send us 11h tons of flour
last month, but that's not going to last long. Butter now costs 13 kroner per kilo and milk 98 ere per litre, and
God knows where it's going to end. And this in Siberia, which used to export lots of foodstuffs abroad, so the
men are grumbling a lot, usually to me and the other chaps in charge. I now have to spend 30 ere for an egg
and 1.50 kroner for a kilo of potato flour, so if I have a quiet moment I may have to make some potato flour
myself. Dad once initiated me into the mysteries of this procedure.
At the moment the painters are at work. They're making a terrible mess, but there's light at the end of
the tunnel so I should be allright around Christmas. Now I have to varnish my motley collection of furniture,
presently a wide variety of colours, so that the furniture looks as if it actually belongs together, which should be
the finishing touch to my flat. My houseguests have finally found a flat of their own. They've started buying
furniture : terrible junk, but old furniture is impossible to find and the new stuff is horribly ugly, but I'm not
going to say a word! There's a terrible housing shortage in town. The_law entitles everyone to 9 square meters,
and if you have more you must take in lodgers. I live in a company house, and I'm trying to exempt it from this
whole thing, but it's anybody's guess if it'll work. When in Rome... The men are also after me to do something
about this : I have to find them proper places to stay, without lodgers, etc., etc ...
In other words, I haven't got a lot of spare time. But time passes, and I really don't care very much
anyway. Director Belmond, who spent the last year back home [in Denmark], is now on his way back to
Shanghai. I've got a nasty feeling he might drop by here, and that would really be a mess.. I sent you the new
staff handbook a week ago. It's not bound, because I was afraid it might not reach you if it was.
I went to a reception at the Japanese Consulate last Saturday, on the occasion of the coronation of the
Emperor. It was very enjoyable. Unfortunately my Japanese is not quite up to scratch. Many thanks for your
letters, they keep me well ·informed of the latest developments. Now the annual audit is coming up, and before
you know it it'll be January. I wish it was already! Nothing else to report this time, I'm off to the post office
and then to the club to read the paper. It's Saturday afternoon so I can take things easy.
Best wishes,
(signature)

Read any interesting personal messages lately? If they were also sent in an interesting envelope or on an
interesting card, let us know. All responses to the Editor, please.
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Registered letter from VLADWOSTOK TELEGRAPH OFFICE (19-11-1928) to S11nderborg, Denmark (3-121928). The postmark is an Imperial postmark with the hard sign •'b • at the end of •VLADWOSTOK• removed.
1he serial letter is hard to read but may be •6•. A 1927 cover from the same correspondence has as postmark
Robinson 268T.1 g, also with hard sign removed. A 1931 cover from this correspondence has a Soviet postmark
which does not mention telegraphs, possibly indicative of a change in status.

•I

Classified Advertisements
YES, we do have a Classified Advertisements section. Members may place a brief ad free of charge. Write to the
Editor.

Mr. Ron Tufft, 17 Dundalk Lane, Cheslyn Hay, Staffordshire WS6 7AZ, phone 0922-419520.
Seeks fillers: Civil War, Fantasies, Wrangels, etc. Wants list available.

Mr. John Woollam, Naishes Fann, Danes Hill, Dalwood, Axminster, E.Devon EX13 7HB.
Seeks information on earliest dates of the Moscow "dotted oval" numeral postmarks for each individual number.
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Notes from Collectors
Additional informa1ion 'on the Lodz-Kolyushld railway
The article by Jack Moyes in BJRP 70 has generated some response. Dr.James Mpepa writes the following:
"I read with great interest the article about the Koluszki-l..6dt (Polish spelling) railroad line cancels, and I can
add a few additional comments. Mr. Moyes refers to an early double-circle cancel "W.D.Z./LODZ" as in
dispute. Very correct. A reproduction of this cancel appeared in the literature in the 1920's, but until recendy
had never been seen by anyone. However, recently I visited a fellow collector of Polish postal history in
Phoenix, Arizona. He asked me to inspect a Poland #1 on cover. The cover was franked with a #1, cancelled by
the "73" numeral cancel of Lublin. The stamp had been fraudulently affixed to a cover with a Cyrillic Lodz
postmark to enhance its value. But I had a progi fit because the cover had the very postmark that I believed
never existed, the "W.D.Z./Lodz" in two concentric circles!
The letter obviously had a Russian 10k stamp (#15?) removed and the Poland #1 added. The letter is dated 15-21866 and was sent from the Sugar Factory - as usual - to Warsaw. The mark is in red. Fantastic find!
With regard to the Kolyushki terminal type 3 Volaal postmark, I can add an additional example to the only one
recorded by Mr. Moyes. I have this on a three kopeck Romanov dated April 13th, year not visible.
The Postal Wagon mark type 1 (Lodz Zh.D.) is indeed a rare cancel. I have seen five letters with this mark and
would suppose that less than 10 exist. I have two examples in my collection. The first is dated March 20, 1870,
and is a curious usage to Berlin (Fig.1). The 14 kopeck rate is paid by the usual combination of lk, 3k and 10k
stamps. But in this case, the 10k stamp is reused to defraud the post. Under the LODZ ZH.D. postmark is a
dots cancel, and the stamp is neatly tied down at its sides by the lk and 3k stamps! My second example is a
beautiful June 17, 1870 example, also to Berlin (Fig.2). It is franked with four 3k and two lk stamps. Note that
another example is illustrated in the Bojanowicz book with a February (1870?) date. I believe it is safe to
conclude that this mark was in use only during 1869 and 1870.
The type 2 postal wagon mark is represented in my collection on a letter dated December 18, 1871, six weeks
earlier than the earliest recorded by Mr. Moyes. The letter connected with Postal Wagon #25-26 of the WarsawGranitsa line at stop no.6 and was carried on to Warsaw (Fig.3).
A final example is one of what Mr. Moyes refers to as the scarce type 4 in the Kolyushki to Lodz direction
(Fig.4). It is a transit mark of June 18, 1901. It has an additional interesting feature in that it has a boxed cachet
"LUBLIN WYSTAWKA 1901" (LUBLIN FAIR 1901). Of course this is a non-postal mark, but noteworthy
none-the-less. "
From J,G, Moyes comes the following addendum:
"I have recently acquired the cover illustrated as Fig.5. On the reverse is a pair of 10k stamps cancelled with the
single circle Lodz-Kolyusbki Postal Wagon serial 1 dated 6-8-1899, with a further strike on the front. It is
marked "Zakamoe" at the top in the same handwriting as the address. It is addressed to Leipzig and has an
arrival marking dated 20-8-1899 (= 8-8-1899 O.S.).
The interesting feature of this cover is the registration label which is from the Lodz Post and Telegraph Office.
Added to this label and slightly overlapping it is a slip of paper with the letter "R" on it plus a dot .. A
manuscript "44" ties the two together.
Here we have a cover where the postmark and the registration label come from two different sources. We also
have an unrecorded two-part label, with one part showing an "R • for registration one year before the known
introduction of "R • labels in Russia. How do we explain these features? Could it be that the cover has been
"improved"? The stamps and the postmark are perfectly genuine, it is only the label and the added slip of paper
which need to be questioned.
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Figure 1. 1870 use of •LODZ Zh.D. • postmark on cover to Berlin. The center stamp is a 10k stamp reused to
defraud the post.

Figure 2. A second 1870 usage of the same postmark, again to Berlin.
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------------Figure 3. An 1871 usage of the type 2 Postal Wagon mark, on a letter to Warsaw. Note connecting postmark of
PW25-26, stop no. 6.
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a l'adresse.

Figure 4. The scarce type 4, Kolyushki-Lodz, on a card from Lyublin, presumably from the Lyublin Fair.

Figure 5. Registered cover with mysterious two-part registration label.
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Before the introduction of labels, registered mail had the number of the entry in the registry book added to the
envelope in manuscript. For foreign mail a dotted •R • in circle was added, but this was often omitted. For
foreign postal officials without a working knowledge of the Cyrillic alphabet the •R • would automatically
indicate registration, which they could not spot otherwise.
This cover does not have a registry book number added in manuscript, nor does it have the dotted •R •. It has
however been marked by the sender that it was to be registered, and it has been correctly franked at 20k for
foreign registration. My article in BJRP 70 showed a cover cancelled by the Lodz-Kolyushki Postal Wagon with
a label which read Lodz Station. In 1903 we know that there was an office of some sort at Lodz Station with
registration facilities, although that office was likely to have been the Postal Wagon itself. Before 1903 the
position could well have been different. If a cover was banded in at the Station/PW for registration and that
facility was not available, then it could have been cancelled and taken to the Lodz PTK to be registered, perhaps
under some agreement, or maybe just as a favour. As the stamps have been cancelled by the PW I suspect it
would be the former. Either way, there is still no manuscript registry book number to be found on the cover, but
there is the registry number on the primitive Lodz PTK label. It would seem that the presence of the label can
be explained satisfactorily. However, no primitive •R • labels have been recorded and so further investigation is
needed to explain the slip of paper with the •R •.
Lodz is unique in that the PTK used both a dotted •R • and a solid •R •. George Miskin can record the former
between 1885-1903 and the latter between 1898-1902. As the cover in question is dated 1899 we know that the
Lodz PTK still used its •R • markings when it was sent, so the absence of at least one of them on this cover
must be an error. The continued use of the "R • until 1903 suggests that Lodz never used "R • labels before
1903, although it is possible they only used the •R• marks occasionally during the later years.
In the late years of the nineteenth century covers can be found with German labels added during transit. They
were added to show the postal officials that the mail had been registered when it was not otherwise obvious to
non-Russian readers. As this .cover does not have a •R • mark could it just be possible that the small slip of
paper added to the Lodz label on this cover was put on in Germany to help the postal staff? The German_labels
are not common and their application does not seem to have been automatic, but occasional. This would provide
an answer to the problem, but would not answer the question of why such a practice has not been recorded
before. Any information on covers receiving the same treatment would be welcome.•

More on Translators' Marks
Dr. ~y•s article in BJRP 71 has brought an interesting reponse from W,J. de Jongh. While the subject of
Dr.Casey's article was (among other things) the small marks left by the translators themselves, thanks to Mr. de
Jongh we can show the results of a translator's labour, and not the simple task of transcribing an address either.
On February 29, 1888, the card illustrated on the next page was sent to the St.Petersburg pochtamt by a Mr.
Julius Einsler (or possibly Finster). The message was simple : he was apparently moving to Berlin, and he
requested that any poste restante letters for him be forwarded to Berlin.
However, he wrote the message in German. One of the St.Petersburg translators immediately came into action,
and prepared a neat transla~ion of the card into Russian, and this translation was then attached to the card itself.
It's interesting to see that the translator couldn't quite decide if the sender was named Finster or Einsler either,
and scrupulously noted both possibilities in his translation.
No translators' marks as described by Dr. Casey are visible, but a manuscript •1777• in the upper right comer
may have performed the same function.
The translation is headed •Perevod• = translation, although we recognise the word from money transfer forms
where it is used with a different meaning.

Further responses to articles in the BJRP are always invited.
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REVIEWS
HANDBOOK RSFSR/USSR; Inflation in Soviet Russia 1911-1923 (in German)
Dr.Alfred Stollberg. Published by the Author. 115 AS pages. Price : approx. £11. With a separate
•specialist Catalogue• of RSFSR stamp issues, 25 AS pages.
•Handbook•? Not likely, mate. This is a valiant effort to help the beginning collector of RSFSR inflation mail.
The booklet contains quite a bit in the way of useful information, including tables of postal rates and revaluations, brief descriptions of the stamps used and their varieties and so on. A large number of illustrations show
how attractive these inflation covers can be. The production is exceedingly modest, reproduction being of the
'orrible copier kind, while the binding is profoundly ugly. Produced on a shoestring budget.
However, the book contains very little news indeed. The author has clearly based his information (if not his
entire life!) on Soviet sources and standard catalogues, and all of the information on postal rates and revaluations
is old hat. If you've got BJRP 60 and Rossica 100/101 you already know all the important bits (and a lot more
besides!). In addition, for a book produced on a shoestring budget I thought the price was very high indeed. Buy
an inflation cover or two instead, is my advice.

POSTAL MARKINGS OF LITHUANIA (in German, English, Lithuanian)
V. Fugalevicius. 360 (!!) A4 pages, softbound. Price : DM 65 (plus postage). Available from : Paul
von Sengbusch Verlag, Klaus Harmstrasse 85, 2240 Heide, Germany.
Since this amazing book was published in 1990, we are definitely on the slow side with this review. Better late
than never...
Readers will be familiar with the Ashford and Robinson books which list and illustrate the postmarks of a certain
area (Transcaucasia, Siberia) during the Imperial period. This is a similar undertaking for Lithuania, with some
important differences. In the first place, it does not confine itself to the Russian Imperial period, but also takes
in independent Lithuania, Polish occupations, German occupations and even German and American postal
markings with a Lithuanian theme. In the second place, it does not confine itself to datestamps, but illustrates
postage due markings, administrative markings, censor markings, franking machines, registration labels and
cachets, manuscript cancellations/registration, etc, etcl Since the book offers so much, we will not begrudge it
the fact it does not offer a valuation or list a period of use for all these markings.
The book is a stupendous work of dedication, and while it offers little in the way of background information, it
is a wonderful collection of postal markings. Collectors of Lithuania (and of the Memel territory, Central
Lithuania, etc.) should have this book. It's a bargain at the price.

GEORGIA : POSTAL CANCELLATIONS 1918 - 1923
P.T. Ashford. 158 A4 pages, softbound. Price : £11/$20 (includes surface postage. US buyers to pay in
cash to avoid bank charges being added). Available from the author at 9 Pentre Close, Ashton, Chester
CH3 8BR, England.
•Mr. Transcaucasia• had been suspiciously quiet of late, and the appearance of this book confirms our most
optimistic guesses as to the cause. After the postmarks used in Transcaucasia (8 vols.) and the stamps and postal
history of Batum he has turned his attention to Georgia.
But not to the stamps of Georgia. In this book the postmarks in use during Georgia's (first!) period of
independence are examined. This is a subject about virtually nothing has been published so far, and for that
reason alone the book will be welcomed by collectors. However, Georgian postmarks - or at least those
postmarks made during this particular period - are particularly difficult to analyse for us non-Georgians because
they are lettered in the graceful loops and curlicues of the Georgian alphabet, without even a Cyrillic transcrip-
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tion to help us.
Even worse, the inscriptions of the all-Georgian postmarks do not follow the usual pattern of town name province, and include some Georgian words as well. Little wonder that attempts by a lone collector to decipher
these postmarks usually meet with little success.
However, with this book in hand all becomes clear. An exposition on the Georgian alphabet, a paragraph
devoted to what is actually in a Georgian postmark inscription, a list of post offices active during 1918-1923 and
a list of postal marking~ solve virtually all problems. Since the all-Georgian postmarks continued in use during
the first few years after Georgia (as part of the Transcaucasian Federative SSR) was absorbed by the USSR, a
collector of early Soviet postal history is also well served by this book. Personally, I was finally able to decipher
those two mysterious cards which had languished in a forgotten comer of my collection because I couldn't read
the postmarks.
The book also offers a brief history of the Georgian republic, postal rates, information on forged postmarks
and - liberally sprinkled through the book - interesting observations on the use of the postmarks and the stamps
they cancelled. Postmarks are also given a valuation, and here I must take issue with the author, who - probably
out of a modest desire not to overestimate the value of his own collection! - lists quite modest prices for
Georgian covers bearing the most fantastic postmarks. For those of us who have yet to see a cover from a place
other than Tbilisi or Batum, a valuation of £30 for a cover from Tskhinvali (to name hut one example) seems a
tad on the low side. Add a uro?
A fine addition to any philatelist's library, and highly recommended.

BRITISH POSTAL RATES TO EUROPE, 1836-1876
G.F. Oxley. Published by the Postal History Society. 130 A4 pages, softhound. Price : £30/$S6
(including surface postage. PHS members get a £5/$12 discount). Available from George Henderson,
c/o CBD Research Ltd., IS Wickham Road, Beckenham, Kent BR3 2JS, England.
This very fine book is one of those books every postal historian is waiting for : a collection of · crucial
information, set out as clearly as possible. In this case the title tells the whole story. The book collects postal
rates from Great Britain to a wide variety of European countries, and that in itself would make this book very
useful indeed. However, the author has also thrown in texts of postal treaties, general introductions to the postal
system of nineteenth century Europe, the various units in which weights were measured and their
standardisation, and even a list of cities and towns in Europe to which mails could be despatched from London
in 1846!
We monomaniacs of the · BSRP immediately tum to the Russian (and related) section. Poland and Russia are
treated separately, and postal rates for mail from Britain to these two countries are given concisely, but clearly.
The Russian completist will also note rates for letters to the Baltic fleet squadron blockading the Baltic Sea
during the Crimean War, while parts of modem Poland pop up in the exhaustive" Austrian Dominions" section.
It is almost a crime to focus on the Russian-related sections, as the entire contents of this book are so obviously
worthwhile. The book is also handsomely produced, and will add not only information but also grace to any
library clever enough to acquire it. Recommended.

PHILATELIA BALTICA (in German) Issue 93 for May, 1992.
Journal of the German Latvia Study Group. 32 AS pages. Edited by Harry von Hofmann, Postfach
S2 OS 18, D-2000 Hamburg S2, Germany.
Very nice to see this fine journal appear again. In this brief issue we find several articles of great interest. The
new issues of Latvia obivously receive some attention, as do postal rates in the new Latvian Republic. Some
additions to the Latvian handbooks are offered, including an astonishing new variety of minitarure sheet nr.2.
Articles on Latvian postal stationery cards and the German warship S.M.S. Elsass in Libau during WWl also
enchant the reader. Brief articles on a variety of subjects round off the issue. May there be many more.
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HET BALTISCH GEBIED ("The Baltic Area", in Dutch). Issue 19 for December 1991.
Journal of the Dutch study group of the same name. 88 A4 pages, softbound. Subscription (2 issues) :
30 Dutch Guilders or equivalent in banknotes. Inquiries to: A.C. de Bruin, Ten Passeweg l0A,
8084 AN 't Harde, The Netherlands.
The readers will forgive me a small surge of nationalistic pride when I review this very fine journal. The society
which produces it is small, but consists of dedicated philatelists, and this shows in the high level of research
demonstrated in every issue of this journal.
In this particular issue, a serialised article on Lithuanian history reflected in its stamps continues to enthrall.
Andre de Bruin adds an exhaustive review of varieties found in the Berlin issues of Lithuania, with a 17-page
checklist! (in English) A similarly exhaustive review of the stamps issued by Central Lithuania by A.
Laszkiewics will delight the collectors of this obscure field. Chairman Ruud van Wijnen reviews some .of the
postal manifestations of Latvians serving in German SS units during the Second World War. A sensitive subject.
Some highly interesting covers are shown. Other articles cover the new issues of Lithuania, plating marks of the
1990 issues of Lithuania, a wonderful air mail cover from Kuressaare, 1938, and various other bits and bobs.
Excellent stuff. If you're able to decipher Dutch and collect anything Baltic, this is the journal for you.

ROSS/CA Issue 118 for April 1992.
Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian Philately. 80 pages, softbound. Subscription (2 issues) $20.
Inquiries to: Robert B. Bain, 3132 Baysworth Ct., Fairfax, VA 22031, USA.
Orange! As a Dutchman I found the coloured cover particularly appealing. And the contents weren't bad either.
George Werbizky adds a long and useful overview of various zemstvo forgeries which have come to light.
Invaluable for the zemstvo collectors. Bill Nickle continues his series on Russian picture postcards with some
lovely cards featuring Nicholas Il's four daughters, an installment made particularly poignant by the recent
discovery of their remains near Ekaterinburg. Peter Michalove and David Skipton look at two WW2 phenomena
in two articles. Michalove examines early FPO markings from the Great Patriotic War, while Skipton
concentrates on an exciting and varied class of Soviet censor markings used during 1942-1943. Both articles are
well worth reading, particularly since Soviet WW2 Field Post appears to be more plentiful these days.
Apart from these longer articles, a wide selection of shorter pieces also contain much to entertain and inform.
V.G. Boiko's article on the Solovetsk Camp of Special Purposes (translated by George Werbizky from
Filateliya), one of the worst Stalinist death camps, and its postal manifestations is both apalling and fascinating.
Dave Skipton (any relation to David M.?) describes an amazing 1918 marking on cover, which glumly admits
mail could not be sent beyond Bryansk due to the German occupation of the Ukraine. And there are about a
dozen more items, ranging in length from a single paragraph to Dr.G. Adolph Ackerman's 4-page overview of
New Year items.
I find it impossible to get along without a regular dose of Rossica. I can only wonder at the fortitude of those
who believe a subcription to Rossica is not essential. ..

RUSSIAN POSTAL HISTORY 1857-1918 (in English, Finnish, Swedish)
Martin Holmsten. Published by Oy Rurik Ltd, PB 432, SF-65101 Vasa, Finland. 95 pages, softbound.
Price: approx. £18.
What determines the value of a cover? Of course the postmark(s) on the cover play an important role in
determining the value, but the stamp(s) on the cover also play a part. For the valuation of the postmarks, the
Kiryushkin/Robinson book remains one of the most important references, but to limit the complexity of the
valuation section, that book had to lump huge classes of postmarks together under one valuation. Thus, a ship
postmark is simply valued at "from £ ... ", and this obscures the fact that a Datum-Odessa on cover is hardly
cause for extensive celebration, while a find of a Vladivostok-Kolyma should be accompanied by the sound of
champagne corks popping. This book attempts to rectify this situation somewhat, and also takes the stamps on
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the cover into account. For each Imperial stamp~ three prices are quoted : a cover with a single copy of that
stamp, a cover with more than one copy of that stamp, and a cover with a mixed franking which includes that
stamp, a system also used by, for instance, the Michel catalogues of stamps on cover. This tabulation takes up
30 pages. Modifications of those prices (usually in the form of bonuses) due to postmarks are then listed, (e.g. a
St.Petersburg numeral 15 increases the value by £65). Tables of dot-numerals and TPOs are also included, as is
a rather haphazard list of Doplatit marks, which looks as if it's the author's personal collection. Pretty pictures
of some very nice covers round off the book.
Overall,' my verdict would be •nice try•. In the first place, the book is pretty expensive for 95 pages,
particularly since those 95 pages are mostly filled with silly layouts (in the first section), tables which you can
also find elsewhere, and pictures of a few covers. Secondly, the prices for _stamps on cover vary from •about
right• to •off by a factor 20•(in either direction). As an example, the imperf Arms stamps of 1917 include a few
very silly valuations, such as the 10 kopek imperf at £26 - £26 - £40 (single-mixed-multiple) and the 10 rouble
imperf at £40 - £26 - £26. Too low by a factor 20, I'd ~ay. Other prices, on the other hand, are far too high.
An Estonian dot-numeral adds no less than £104 to the value of a cover, according to Mr.Holmsten, while my
parcel card with a few Romanov stamps is valued at £50! Only in my (and Mr. Holmsten's) dreams.
I'm convinced that a book on this subject could be a valuable asset to every collector of postal history. However,
this book isn't and may in fact do more harm than good.

SOVIET COUECTOR (In Russian) Issue 28 for 1992.
Published by the Union of Philatelists of the USSR, Moscow. 192 pages, softbound. Price 6 roubles.
This was a welcome surprise. The new issue of SK had been a long time in coming, and the political upheavals
and economic problems in the (former) USSR won't have helped much. This issue went to press in September of
last year, when it was already clear the USSR would not survive the aftermath of the August coup.
As usual, this issue of SK contains sonie excellent articles. Nikolai Mandrovskii and Alexander Epstein
contribute a superb overview of Russian Field Post in the Far East during 1900-1906, i.e. from the Boxer
Rebellion to the aftermath of the Russo-Japanese War. Locations of FPOs are given, and many new details
culled from painstaking research in the archives are revealed. Excellent postmark reproductions and some
beautiful covers round off this article, which is destined to be a classic reference for decades to come, and an
enormous help to others researching this subject. Bravo! Yakov Diamanshtein essentially tackles the same
problem as Pat Eppel did in recent issues of Yamshchik and Pochta : perforation varieties of Soviet stamps. An
enormous inventory is varieties known to the author is given, which must be the result of many intensive
searches through the literature. By combining the Diamanshtein and Eppel listings, most of the picture should
become clear. An important contribution.
Lev Ratner examines Postage Due markings on Russian and Soviet mail, 1858-1945. A wide variety of markings
is illustrated, and the procedures under which they were applied are explained. An excellent overview of a
popular subject. Mark Minskii has taken a long, hard look at the zemstvo stamps of Podolsk Uem, and has
come up with a new systematisation of these confusing stamps. Required reading for zemstvo collectors. Finally
in the philatelic section, Arnold Levin continues his listing of WWl Mute postmarks, collecting a wide variety of
marks from the Liflyand and Kurlyand provinces this time. Articles on anything from banknotes to admission
tokens for Soviet amusement parks round off this issue.
I sincerely hope this isn't the last issue of SK. If it is, they went out with a bang.

THE POSTAL A.ND MONETARY HISTORY OF LATVIA., 1918-1945
N. Jakimovs & V. Marcilger. 384 A4 pages, softbound. Price : DM60 (including surface postage).
Available from Ruud van Wijnen, Karthuizerstraat 31, 6244 KA Amhem, The Netherlands. Payment in
cash, by Eurocheque (70 Dutch Guilders) or to be paid into Dutch Giro account 2052090 (Amhem).
This is an astonishing book, and a true labour of love for the authors. While quite a bit of literature on the (first)
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period of Latvian independence was already available, this book adds an enormous amount of highly interesting
information. Much of this information has been dug out of the archives in Latvia by Mr. Jakimovs during the
last 4 years, an effort which has yielded some true gems.
Summarising the contents of this book is no easy task, as the range of subjects covered is so vast. The
development of the postal system in Latvia is described, and virtually every activity of this postal apparatus is
covered. Postal rates are present, complete for the very first time (including the complex airmail rates!), as are
rates for money letters, money orders, parcels, etc., etc. Cachets found on the mail for whatever reason are
listed, and obscure postal procedures are described clearly. Truly, the title of this book is no exaggeration : all
of postal and monetary history is covered.
With some curious exceptions. Postmarks are conspicuous by their absence, and stamps are covered in
considerable depth, but not exhaustively. However, the existing literature already covers those two subjects quite
well. That is probably the best facet of the present work : it forms a superb supplement (if not a complement) to
the existing literature on Latvian stamps and postmarks.
Indispensable for collectors of Latvian stamps, postal history, coins or banknotes, and highly recommended even
if you don't collect Latvia : it is an absorbing book.

A PLEA FOR HELP

While the Editor does his best to keep track of all the literature in our vast field of philately, there are simply
too many books being published and issues of journals coming out to cover in this section. If you run into a
book or journal which you think might be of interest to your fellow B.S.R.P. members, give thought to writing a
review for the BJRP. Please include information on price and availability : the reviews above can serve as
general guidelines to the kind of information I mean (although I hardly put them forward as ideal models!).
At the moment I feel I am not giving enough attention to the Baltic literature, for example. Help!
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